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Student groups continue budget brawl
Chelsey Larson
MASS	 COMM.	 STUDENT
Representatives of SCSU
student organizations were
given the chance to appeal
the budget cuts Thursday.
Appeals were heard by
the Student Government
Association (SGA) and the
Senate Finance Committee
(SFC).
SFC is responsible for
helping allocate funds from
student fees to the student
organizations and to set up
policies for those funds.
Outloud!, the University
Chronicle, Forensics, the
Aero Club, and UTVS all appealed their budgets.

Each group was given 5
minutes to state reasoning for
an appeal.
Scott Wells, who spoke
on behalf of the Forensic
Program, said one third of
their budget was cut from last
year.
Students in the Forensic
Program participate in 25
or more events every school
year, many of which involve
traveling.
With a lowered budget, Wells said the members
could not afford to attend all
of these events due to travel
costs.
Outloud! appealed their
budget for fiscal year 2011
that was reduced to nothing

after the SFC granted penalties for Outloud!’s violations
of SFC policy committed
during fiscal year 2010.
SFC also froze Outloud!’s
account for the remainder of
this year.
Kayla Johnson, a member
of Outloud!, explained they
will be dependent on the reserves and will need to find
other solutions to raise money for Outloud!.
“We will have to work extremely hard,” Johnson said.
Possible solutions to raising money for Outloud! that
Johnson gave were partnering with other organizations,
hosting the semi-annual drag
show and Outproud Week.

The SFC said they have
never run out of the reserve
funds, but expect it to be different this year because so
many groups had their budgets cut.
Dana Johnson represented the University Chronicle,
which would be taking a
46.38 percent cut from last
years budget.
“Our FY11 printing allocation would force the Chronicle to print twice a month or
cut our copy production by 50
percent,” Johnson said. Since
1924 to FY10, the Chronicle
has put out 2 copies a week.
The Chronicle proposed
an additional $5,000 for
printing expenses.

This money would only
cause a 25 percent decrease
in printing versus a 50 percent decrease.
The student senate was
allowed to propose changes
to the budget funds for the
organizations.
After discussion the senate proposed $3,000 to the
University Chronicle and
$3,000 to Outloud!.
These proposals will then
go to the SFC where they will
agree or disagree.
If the SFC agrees, the proposal will then go to SCSU
President Earl H. Potter III
for a final decision.
If the SFC disagrees, the
senate and the SFC’s versions

will both go to Potter for a
decision.
Taimur Humayun, the
chair for SFC, said this year
was more difficult than previous years for assigning budgets to student organizations.
“Usually the SFC has 5
weeks to go through the budgeting process. This year we
only had 3 weeks,” Humayun
said.
“This year we have a lot
less money to give due to the
current economic situation.”
Humayun said the SFC
understands a lower budget
can be difficult for the student organizations, but said
none of the decisions were
made easily.

Personalizing
the health care
reform bill
Mike Runyon and Ashley Imdieke
STAFF	 WRITERS

Laying it all out
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Students from the Young Americans for Liberty group protested the war in Afghanistan outside Atwood
Wednesday as part of Y.A.L.’s “Petition to End the War Month.”

Group protests war in Afghanistan
Sean Trebus
STAFF	 WRITER

On Wednesday, the student organization Young
Americans
for
Liberty
(Y.A.L.) were attempting
to make their voices heard
by protesting the war in Afghanistan.
March is Y.A.L.’s “Petition to End the War Month.”
The organization saw this as
an opportunity to apply pressure to representatives to put
a solution to the war into action.

“It’s as if our government
wants to run an empire. Our
national defense has become
a national offense... we have
more then 700 bases in more
than 140 countries across
the world. That’s costing a
lot to us, and as our national
deficit is rising, our generation will be stuck paying for
this as well as our kids and
so forth,” Jacqueline Silseth,
president of the St. Cloud
chapter of Y.A.L., said.
Activists set up a demonstration section in the
Atwood mall area, an event
that went on from 10 a.m. to

3 p.m.
The demonstration included signs and banners
made by the group’s members over that past week.
The banners were posted
on a wall with markers available to those who wished to
voice their opinions on the
issue.
“We’re trying to do an
outreach to make people realize that we’re about more
than just conservative economics,” Silseth said. “It’s
been really fun seeing people
of different social and political backgrounds come up

and tell us ‘You’re awesome’
and ‘I really appreciate what
you’re doing.’”
“We’re focusing on this
social issue and seeing it as
an interesting alternative to
our usual form of protest
where we usually satirize
something that’s happening,”
Silseth said.
An example of the
group’s form of protest can
be referenced back to their
Berlin Wall demonstration in
November of the past year.

War protest Page

Changes to the nation’s health care system through bill
H.R. 3962 is expected to impact how college students will
receive health care treatment.
Pundits and politicians from the Democratic and Republican parties have championed or denounced the bill.
“The main question about the bill before it passed was
equity versus efficiency,” Patricia Bodelson, a professor in
the political science department of SCSU, said.
The changes listed below are not what is covered entirely
by the bill, but are the changes that will primarily impact college students.
Within one year of enactment:
- Young adults are allowed to stay on their parent’s insurance plans until they are 26.
- Insurers will be barred from denying coverage to young
adults and children with preexisting conditions.
- Insurance companies will no longer be able to drop people from coverage when they become sick.
- Lifetime coverage limits will be eliminated and annual
limits are to be restricted.
- There will be a 10 percent tax on indoor tanning services
beginning July 1.
Changes in 2011 include:
- Medicare beneficiaries will be able to receive a free annual wellness visit.
- New health plans will be required to cover preventative
services with little or no cost to patients.
Changes in the years 2012 and 2013 are focused mainly
on expanding medicare and providing incentives for doctors.
Changes for 2014 include:
- The opening of state insurance exchanges for small
businesses and individuals.
- Health plans can no longer exclude anyone from coverage due to pre-existing conditions.
- Most people will be required to obtain health insurance
and will have to pay a fine if they do not.
- Health care tax credits become available to help those
with incomes up to 400 percent of the poverty line pay for
the coverage.
The bill included the centralization of Pell grants for students as well.
“Essentially the private institutions were basically the
middlemen and the Government paid them the fees,” Steve
Wenzel, a former Minnesota Legislator said.
Wenzel said the centralization would be cheaper and
Health care/ Page

Former Israeli fighter pilot speaks of experiences
Emilie Thiessen
STAFF	 WRITER

Yonatan Shapira, a former Israeli fighter pilot who
signed a statement nearly
seven years ago refusing
to fly missions in occupied
Palestine, spoke to students,
faculty and community
members alike Friday about
his experiences fighting for
Palestinian freedom.
“I give lectures and talk
about the occupation because I want to end it,” said
Shapira.

INSIDE

Greeted in Ritsche Auditorium by a crowd numbering over 150, Shapira came
to spread awareness of the
Global BDS (Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions)
Movement for Palestine.
Since its inception in 2005,
the BDS movement has
worked to secure three main
objectives for the Palestinian
people.
First the organization
hopes to end Israeli occupation and to dismantle the wall
between Israeli and Palestinian territories, then to restore
equality between Palestinian

“I
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nization,
he
supports people finding
outlet
give lectures and talk about the occupation because any
to express
their beI want to end it.”
liefs about
Yonatan Shapira the situaFormer Israeli fighter pilot tion.
“I want
to help encourage
and Israeli people and fiShapira said it is his be- people to get involved and be
nally to gain Israeli support lief that people should get more active and realize that
for Palestinian refugees who involved with the cause any it is up to us, the people and
wish to return to their homes way they can, and that al- the civil society and NGOs
and properties.
though BDS is a great orga- and organizations … to bring
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The group used
games from
French-speaking
countries to
teach others
about the French
language.

Kenya Safari Acrobats perform
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SCSU Kenya
Safari Acrobats
impress the
audience with
balancing each
other and other
daring acts.

about change.
“We shouldn’t wait for
he leaders to bring it because
they will not. I think the people who can make change are
students and people who are
younger and have not completely become part of the
system,” Shapira said.
Shapira also said he believes any involvement no
matter how small is essential
because of the huge opposing force that must be confronted on the issue.

Former pilot Page

Huskies get first NCAA win
After going
0-8 the mens
hockey team
was able to
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NCAA win
in 23 years.
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State

Man who fell at MOA faced rape charges
3
2

Nation

Public housing agency must change playground jungle gym
-

1. (12/01/09) Theft (Personal), Stearns Hall
2. (12/01/09) Burglary (Non-forcible), Wick Science
3. (12/01/09) Odor of gas, Wick Science
4. (12/01/09) Mental Health Concern, SCTC

World

Gay rights not protected under Zimbabwe’s new constitution

Who Knew?
1. Diet Coke was only invented
in 1982.

-

Weird news

Drunk man tries to resuscitate roadkill
-

2. The tip of a 1/3 inch long
hour-hand on a wristwatch
travels at 0.00000275 mph
3. Being intoxicated had desirable spiritual significance to
the ancient Egyptians. They often gave their children names
like “How Drunk is Cheops” or
“How Intoxicated is Hathor.”
4. Titanic was running at 22
knots when she hit the iceberg
5. Each year over
$2,000,000,000 worth of
Halloween candy is sold

-

This day in history

7. The first novel ever written
on a typewriter: Tom Sawyer.

Interesting events from the past

8. The San Francisco Cable cars
are the only mobile National
Monuments.

-1897 Japan adopts Gold Standard
-1936 Nazi propaganda claims 99 percent of Germans voted for
Nazi candidates
-1985 Wayne Gretzky breaks own NHL season record with
126th assist

6. Most People use over 16,000
gallons of water in their lifetimes, or 2.5 quarts per day.

9. If a statue in the park of a
person on a horse has both
front legs in the air, the person died in battle. If the horse
has one front leg in the air
the person died as a result of
wounds received in battle. If
the horse has all four legs on
the ground, the person died of
natural causes.

Local weather forecast
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High: 61 °F
Low: 30 °F

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Partly Cloudy

Partly Cloudy

Partly Cloudy

High: 69 °F
Low: 47°F
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Low: 38 °F

High: 65 °F
Low: 43 °F
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Meetthecandidatesfornextyear
Submitted Entries

EVENTS
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President:

My name is Patrick Hancock and I am running for
the President of the Student
Government Association for
the coming school year.
It is my third year at
SCSU in the Honors Program studying Mechanical
Engineering.
I have spent two summers
working as a Student Adviser, advising students with
aspirations for a major in the
College of Science and Engineering as well as students in
Honors.
In addition to this work I
have spent a semester working at the Computer Store

OF

TODAY

These entries were sent
by students planning to
run for Student President
and Vice President for next
school year.

Amanda Bardonner has
served on the Student Government Association as a
senator-at-large and as the
Chair of the Student Services
Committee, where she works
directly with, and promptly
addresses student concerns.
Bardonner has emerged as an
outspoken champion of student rights and needs.
For four semesters, Bardonner has been a servant to
the student body. She represents SCSU students at the
state level through MSUSA
with her travels to the State
Capitol to lobby for more
state and federal funding as
well as with her general engagement in campus committees.
Bardonner has been routinely praised for her commitment and dedication to all
students.
Outside of Student Government, Bardonner works
for the Department of Residential Life as a Community
Adviser, enjoys singing in
the SCSU Women’s Choir
and watching all the chick
flicks she can. She is a huge
fan of all Husky sports and
finds time to be a close friend
and empathetic listener.

CALENDAR

At noon in the Atwood
Glacier Room, SCSU’s
Counseling and
Psychological Services
presents strategies for
enhancing quality of
relationships

TUESDAY

SENG KIAT KHOR/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Presidential Candidate Amanda Bardonner and
Running-mate Bryan McCallum

SENG KIAT KHOR/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Presidential candidate Terence McCloskey and running-mate Jackie Silseth

on campus, as well as a year
in the Advising Center helping with preparations for the
coming advising days.
I
have been a Teacher’s Assistant for one of my previous classes for the past three
semesters. I have been VicePresident of University Ambassadors since Fall of 2009.
Presidential and Vice
Presidential candidates Jackie Silseth and Terence McCloskey are running to serve
the student body of SCSU,
with a vision of a more unified campus.
Jackie is a fourth-year
transfer student from Iowa
State, majoring in English
and Economics, while Terence is a fourth-year student
majoring in Business Entrepreneurship and Criminal
Justice.
Through involvement in
more than ten student organizations cumulatively, we
have learned the value of diversity and are confident that
we can come together as a
student body to create a better, more unified campus.
We envision a campus
community that fosters participation, equality and jus-

line and change the way students search for off-campus
housing completely.
In anyway he can, McCallum strives to do more to
serve the student body. While
on the Appeals Committee,
he listened to student concerns and took whatever measures necessary to promptly
optimize and implement the
chosen solution.
In whatever way he can,
Bryan McCullum is there for
students. Outside of Student
Government, McCallum enjoys attending all the SCSU
hockey games and spending
long days on the lake.

SENG KIAT KHOR/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Presidential candidate Patrick Hancock and
running-mate Nick Friebel

tice for all students.
We envision our graduates to be strong leaders,
with a foundation of ethics
and moral behavior, with enriched minds that will serve
them and their communities
well throughout their lives.
Together we will focus on
social equality, safety and
health of all students.

Vice President:

Bryan McCallum has
served as a senator-at-large
and as the chair of the Campus Affairs Committee. McCallum has played a key role
in the developmental stages
of an innovative housing
website, which will stream-

My name is Nick Friebel
and I am running for the Vice
Presidential position. It is my
third year at SCSU studying
Electrical Engineering.
I am very involved on
campus. This includes working on campus, participating
in the many events and being
a University Ambassador.
I am a mentor to the student lab consultants by training them to fulfill their duties
and responsibilities. I have
been an active campus community member for the 3
years that I’ve been attending
SCSU.

t#FOFöUDPODFSUGPS)BJUJBOE
$IJMF

At 7:30 p.m. in Ritsche,
SCSU Percussion Collective will collaborate
with the Pachanga
quake relief efforts.

WEDNESDAY

t8PNFOPO
8FEOFTEBZ
'FNJOJTU.PUIFST
BOE%BVHIUFST
At noon in the
Atwood Theater, there
will be a panel discussion about feminism
and mother-daughter
relationships.

5)634%":

t'JOEUIF3JHIU
.BKPSGPS:PV

At 11 a.m. in Centennial Hall 207 Career
Services will help those
culty choosing a major
or are unsure about their
current major.
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Former pilot
Continued from Page 1
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Students sat around the table, playing a vocabulary learning game, Le jeu de
vocabulaire, at the game night sponsored by the Francophone group.

“I think that it is important that we make our voice
very loud, because the other
voices are very, very loud
and are sponsored by a lot
of money and organizations
and media channels,” Shapira said.
Event facilitator Amber
Michel agreed, saying that
the reach of the Israeli and
Jewish influence can make
it difficult for people to get
accurate news about the conflict.
“Speakers like this (Yonatan) talking about this topic in particular are so important because we get so little
of this information,” Michel
said. “It is important for the
campus and important for
the community.”
Shapira also addressed

the importance of Jewish
people coming out and publically recognizing the current injustices taking place
in Palestine.
“I would strongly recommend … to invest some energy in making more souls
wake up and understand that
you can be a Jew, you can be
a lover of Israel, you can feel
connected to what is going
on there as a Jewish person
and still join the struggle,”
Shapira said. “That is why
I have to do this, because
I am Jewish … no one can
[accuse] me of being antiSemitic.”
Shapira spoke about the
resistance to his activism he
has often experienced from
fellow Israelis and what it
means to him.

“When you look at these
people around us that are
blaming us and calling us all
these names, most of them
are really suffering,” Shapira said. “They are suffering
because they are not willing to look truthfully inside
themselves and cope with
this guilt.”
Both Michel and Shapira said they were very
happy with the outcome of
the event. Michel said she
is hoping Shapira’s message
will spread and the BDS
movement will find a strong
place on the SCSU campus.
“It was a real galvanizing event for all the people
on campus who care about
this issue but have not had a
central place to go,” Michel
said. “There will be more of
these events on campus. This
is a part of the SCSU community and this will continue … students, faculty and
committee members should
keep an eye out because this
is just the beginning.”

French gaming teaches culture
Ashley Imdieke
STAFF	 WRITER

SCSU’s
Francophone
Club hosted a game night
Thursday to give SCSU students the opportunity to experience past-times native to
French-speaking countries.
“We wanted to have fun,”
said Aisha Conde, marketing, events planner and Web
site manager for the Francophone Club.
“People tell us it’s difficult to learn French, but we
found it’s learned easier with
games,” Conde said.
Conde said it was easier
for her to learn a different
language by playing games
and singing songs in another
language.
“We picked games that
would be easier for everyone and allow the students
to leave knowing at least
one word of French,” said
Conde.
The Francophone Club
brought four games to this
event.

There was a vocabulary
game; Baccalaureat, a game
similar to the American
Scatagories game; Le Pendu,
a game silimar to Hangman;
and Carcassonne.
Carcassonne is a little
more complex because it
involves strategy and many
interactive pieces.
“There are different tiles
you use. You can make roads,
put up castles, put knights on
the castles, have farmers on
patches of land and so much
more,” said Michel Tchang,
founder and advisor of the
Francophone Club.
“It’s quite a modern
game, about ten years old,”
said Tchang.
Tchang and Conde both
said the Francophone Club
is hosting the game night to
welcome students and to let
students know that they are
present on SCSU campus.
“The Francophone Club
has been around for four to
five years and members are
included from many different native French-speaking

countries,” said Tchang, “We
have many [members] from
Africa.”
The Francophone Club
offers a French speaking
course and gives students the
opportunity to learn about
the French-speaking countries in Africa and Europe.
“Be part of the Francophone Club if you want
an international experience
from Africa and Europe that
speak French,” Tchang said.
“We’re open to everyone.”
A few events that the
Francophone club are looking forward to are the culture
de culture, which members
make a culinary dish from
different French speaking
countries, and a French Film
Festival Tchang said.
For more information
on the Francophone Club,
please visit http://studentorg.stcloudstate.edu/francophone/.

SENG KIAT KHOR/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Yonatan Shapira, a former fighterpilot, spoke about his efforts to help bring
peace to Palestine.
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Sororities, fraternities gear up for Greek Week
Jason Tham
STAFF	 WRITER

Fraternities and sororities
from SCSU came together to
compete over the title Greek
Week Champion last week.
Similar to the Olympics
but in a smaller scale, the
Greek Week lasted from
Monday through Saturday.
The objective of Greek
Week was to promote unity
among all fraternity and sorority chapters in SCSU.
“The main point of Greek
Week is to have friendly
competition with the goal
of sponsoring community
growth,” Cameron Waugh,
SCSU Interfraternity Council vice president of programming, said.
“Providing one week out
of the year for the Greeks
to truly have for themselves
and have a say in the events
helps build a feeling of community between the chapters,
even when they are competing,” Waugh said.
The Championship included tests for physical
strength as well as one’s
knowledge.
“Having Greek Week

champions is a great way
to recognize the chapters
that pull together and put
their very best on the line all
week,” Waugh said.
“The champions are usually the chapters that have
the tightest bonds between
their members.”
Competitions included
the chariot races, trivia, volleyball, tug-of-war, case
study presentations, lip sync,
penny wars, food pyramid
and relay race.
“Events like this bring all
the Greek houses together
and celebrate things that we
have in common,” SCSU
senior Derek Mihm of Tau
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity,
said.
Mihm said he believes
Greek Week helped to promote all the Greek houses in
SCSU, making them “visible
to students.”
“Joining a Greek house
is a good leadership opportunity,” Mihm said. “You get
to know people who want to
be successful in life and you
can take advantage of your
network with them in the future.”
The participating frater-

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.STCLOUDSTATE.EDU/CSOLD/GREEKS/GREEKWEEK.ESP

Greek Week lasted from Monday to Saturday and featured competitions including a penny war, trivia and a food pyramid competition.

Students to show value of soles
Lindsey Branwall

CONTRIBUTING	 WRITER

Over fifteen groups are
involved in the planning to
raise awareness for children
in lesser countries who do not
have shoes.
The event entitled One
Day Without Shoes is planned
for April 8 in the Atwood
Mall.
One Day Without Shoes
is an event where students
spend the day barefoot to
raise awareness for children
who do not have the luxury of
wearing shoes in their everyday life.
The event is planned to
start at 12:15 p.m. with a rally
where the concert choir will
be performing.
A barefoot walk is planned
for later in the afternoon.
Amanda Bardonner, Student Government Association (SGA) representative coorganizing One Day Without
Shoes, encouraged participation.
“They can take their shoes
off, but remember to put them
back on in Atwood, The Education Building and Garvey
as these locations have food,”
said Bardonner.
The event nationally runs
through TOMS Shoes, a com-

“G

oing barefoot for one day at SCSU
is nothing compared to what these people
face on a daily basis.”
Amanda Bardonner
CO-ORGANIZER OF ONE DAY WITHOUT SHOES
pany who uniquely donates
one pair of shoes for a child
in need with every pair that is
purchased.
Although this year will
mark the third anniversary of
One Day Without Shoes, it is
the first year the SCSU is putting on the event officially.
Amy Jo Paul, a travel and
tourism major, has participated in the event with a small
group of friends in past years
and plans on once again going barefoot for this year’s
event.
“In the past we did it individually,” Paul said. “We
all got involved after a friend
that I met in South Africa did
this event and he asked us to
take pictures of our own bare
feet to show we were supporting the cause.”
“We’re hoping that by
going barefoot, it will cause
people to ask questions. Then
we can encourage students to

War protest

donate and raise awareness;
it’s a reminder that this problem is happening and to step
up now while we can help
fight the cause,” said Jarrod
Wiggins, a co-organizer of
the event.
Wearing shoes can prove
to be important to protecting
a person’s health.
In Ethiopia, approximately one million people are suffering from podoconiosis, a
debilitating and disfiguring
disease caused by walking
barefoot in volcanic soil.
This statistic is only one of
many provided from TOMS
shoes that fuel the One Day
Without Shoes movement.
“Going barefoot for one
day at SCSU is nothing compared to what these people
face on a daily basis,” Bardonner said.
“We will not have the
harsh conditions they do, or
develop the life-threatening

illnesses as a result of being
barefoot quite like these individuals experience, but this
event will educate our campus community on a serious
issues that many in the world
face. “
Besides going barefoot on
April 8, there is expected to
be t-shirt decorating to raise
more awareness for the event
Tuesday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
and also Sunday from 6 p.m.
to 9 p.m. on the Atwood Mall.
Students must bring their own
t-shirt but spray-paint and
stencils will be provided.
“The two dates for making t-shirts are so everyone
can really feel a part of the
event. It’s another great way
to spread our message,” Wiggins said.
Some of the organizations
involved in One Day Without
Shoes are SGA, Organization
for the Prevention of AIDS in
Africa, African Student Association, Women’s Rugby,
Greek Life, Concert Choir,
KVSC, UTVS and many
more.
Those who want to get involved or even co sponsor the
event are encouraged to join
the Facebook page entitled
“One Day Without Shoes-St.
Cloud State University.”

The event also grew the
Y.A.L. St Cloud chapter
member count from 80 noted
members to 120.
Among those in attendance at the function and
helping to gather signatures
was Justin Lewandowski.
He said he was drawn to
Y.A.L.’s anti-war event after
inheriting books and reading
documents like the Constitution.
“Through that experience, I understood the world
in which I lived more,
I understood the govern-

ment and how it functions,
understood the
corruption,”
says
Landowski. “I was shown
more info on how to expose
the corruption and truly experience what it means to be
a citizen of America.”
Y.A.L. is a student activist group started by Congressman Ron Paul, who
has gained a college-aged
following on university and
college campuses nationwide since campaigning in
the ‘08 election.

Health care

house.gov/rules/health/111_
ahcaa.pdf or just google HR
3962.

Continued from Page 1

Barack Obama signed his
health care reform proposal,
making it law on Tuesday.
With 34 members of the
Democratic Party and all 178
members of the Republican
Party voting against the new
health care reform bill in the
House of Representatives,
the reform still succeeded.
There were 219 votes from
the Democrats, enough for
the proposal to move to
Obama’s desk for signature.
With a divide in Washington D.C. amongst the
members of Congress, there
seemed to be a similar divide
amongst the governmental
organizations on SCSU’s
campus.
“The government didn’t
look over it [the bill] enough.
I don’t feel they knew all that
it included,” said John Parro,
a SCSU student senator.
“There are regulations in
place that mandates everyone to receive health care,”
said Jackie Silseth, public
relations officer, founder and
former president of SCSU’s
Libertarians Club. “It [the

decision whether or not to
get healthcare] should be between the patient and their
doctor.”
Silseth said that under
the bill, people are forced to
get health care that won’t be
used.
“I don’t think national
programming will make
something to fit everyone’s
needs. It should be decided
by the state,” Silseth said.
Adam Ulbricht, vice
president of SCSU’s College
Republicans said he is in
favor of the reform, but not
this type of reform.
“It doesn’t make sense
to spend $1 trillion to have
$100 billion in ten years and
there is talk about how evil
insurance companies are, but
this new reform helps the
companies because of the
mandate,” Ulbricht said.
“Now, it’s going to be
on us and our kids to pay it
off.”
“We hoped for more,
but we will settle for what
we have,” said Tom Hantz,
a SCSU College Democrats
member.
“It was a good bi-partisan
effort. It didn’t do enough,
but we tried to do the best
with what we had,” Mike

Continued from Page 1

Group members also
passed out free pocket constitutions to those who
signed their anti-war petition, though they ran short
on copies after a period of
time, having achieved an
overall accumulation of 262
signatures.

simpler. The bill is expected to only impact new
Pell grants.
The bill will cost roughly
$940 billion over the next
decade.
The following is a list on
how the bill will be paid:
- The medicare tax will be
raised from .9 percent to 2.35
percent for individuals who
make more than $200,000
per year. Also, individuals in
the over $200,000 per year
bracket will pay a new tax
of 3.8 percent on unearned
income. The total revenue
from these two changes is
projected to be $210 billion
between when it is implemented in 2013 and 2019.
- In 2018, an excise tax on
insurers of employer-sponsored insurance plans that
cost annually over $10,200
for individuals and $27,500
for families will be imposed.
The tax would be 40 percent
the cost of the plan that ex-

The petition read: “We
undersign ask you to cosponsor HR248 through the
United States armed forces
from Afghanistan.”
The petitions were to
be sent to 6th District Congresswoman of Minnesota,
Michelle Bachmann.

ceeds the dollar mark.
- Drug manufacturers
will pay a total of $16 billion
to the government between
2011 and 2019.
- Health insurers will pay
$47 billion to the government
between 2011 and 2019.
- Medical device manufacturers will pay a 2.9 percent excise tax on their products starting Jan 1, 2013.
- Medicare Advantage,
an alternative to traditional
Medicare run by private insurers, will have its funds
cut by $132 billion over 10
years.
- Medicare payments for
home health care will be reduced by $40 billion.
To list the bill in it’s
entirety would take up
the
whole
newspaper.
What you’ve just read was
a summary of some of the
main points.
To read the bill in it’s
entirety, go to http://docs.

nities were Acacia, Delta
Sigma Phi, Phi Kappa Tau,
Tau Kappa Epsilon and Theta Chi.
Sororities that had participated were Delta Phi
Epsilon, Delta Zeta, Kappa
Phi Omega and Phi Epsilon
Alpha.
“The biggest challenge
we’ve faced is getting all
of the chapters on the same
page,” Waugh said.
“There is such a major
difference in competitive
style and creativity among
over 200 members that pulling all the ideas together and
creating something that is
both fun and fair can be difficult,” Waugh said.
“I would say it is really
fun because you get to know
members of the Greek community,” SCSU sophomore
Emmanuel Porte of the Theta Chi Fraternity said.
Porte said that he is looking forward to do amazing
activities with his fraternity.
“We want to get a good
representation for the fraternity in the St. Cloud State
University,” Porte said.

Student response

Company CEO speaks
on potential of a
‘green economy’
Nick Longworth

Lois Quam, founder and
CEO of Tysvar, LLC spoke
on Friday in the James W.
Miller learning Resources
Center Auditorium.
Speaking at noon to a full
auditorium, Quam outlined
her belief in why the new
“green economy” (and the
jobs it created) would benefit rural and central areas
throughout the Midwest.
“To be able to get a
speaker of her caliber, with
her background was just
terrific,” said Mary Soroko,
director of information and
planning. “Everything in
business today is centered
around increasing shareholders value. They need to start
thinking about future generations, so that is why we
invited her.”
Hailing from Marshall,
Quam has been a senior adviser to Hillary Clinton’s
task force on health care
reform and being named
one of Fortune magazine’s
“50 most powerful women”
(2003, 2004 and 2005).
“The Midwest has always
been seen economically as
the underdog,” Quam said.
“But no region has more to
gain than the upper Midwest.
We can gain an edge from
being an underdog.”
“We
can
undertake
changes because we have
less to lose. We already have
the best rural healthcare anywhere in the Mayo clinic in

Rochester.”
Quam outlined reasons
why she believed investing in a green economy was
crucial including: climate
change, national security
and the prosperity of jobs it
would create.
“We have already seen
a 9 percent growth rate in
‘green economy’ jobs from
1998 to 2007,” Quam said.
“Companies right here in
rural and Central Minnesota
are employing these jobs.
Companies creating wind
turbines, energy efficient
windows and geothermal energy.”
She also detailed why
she believes the size of communities in rural and Central
Minnesota helps, instead of
hinders, such development.
“We have a more productive use of time. Time spent
in traffic, in a commute
equals a loss in opportunity,” Quam said. “Building
a consensus among smaller
groups is also easier. There
is a higher level of trust and
cohesiveness.”
Quam said she believes
promoting a green economy,
will promote the economy.
Instead of outsourcing and
funneling money overseas,
people can invest in their own
community; while creating
jobs and possibly securing a
better environment for future
generations to come.
“I don’t think any jobs are
created from Middle Eastern
oil, but jobs can be made
from green jobs and a green

Rosenow, another member
of SCSU’s College Democrats said.
Rosenow said with this
new bill, 35 million people
will be covered.
Under the new health
care reform legislation, it
will require the public to
have health care or pay a fine
for not having it.
“The fee makes sense.
It’s hard to keep funding going. We all do better when
we all contribute,” Rosenow
said.
“Overall, we are doing
what we should be doing.”
After President Obama
had signed his health care
proposal making it law, there
had been debate on a new
supplement bill composed of
various amendments trying
to “fix” the first bill.
The supplement bill, approved by a 220-207 vote,
now goes to Obama to be
signed into law. It makes
changes to the broader health
care reform proposal that
Obama enacted on March
23.
Approval by both the
House and Senate on March
26 concluded a legislative
struggle for the health care
reform legislation, which

received no Republican support in any of the major votes
in the House and the Senate
dating back to last year.
Parro said he believes
they need more time to review the bill and make necessary amendments.
“They need to reconsider
the public option,” Parro
said.
Silseth said she is in favor of localizing the plan.
“Who knows better what
is best for the community
than the community,” Silseth
said. “I don’t like that there
isn’t a religious or moral option out of it.”
“Health care reform does
need to happen, but what was
passed will be ineffective.”
Ulbricht said he believes
there would be a more success if the parties collaborated with each other.
“I would start over and
bring both sides together to
create a bill. Social Security,
Medicare and welfare programs have been bipartisan,”
Ulbricht said.
“I wish we could get beyond political bantering and
have a discourse that can
serve the entire nation and
not just a few,” Rosenow
said.
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Read actual news; not
celebrity gossip garbage

An
ongoing
teresting.
Megan
problem in the Junkermeier
But it is a
media as far as
shame when news
informing people
becomes less deis that sports and
sirable, especialentertainment uply when people
dates become more
should be informed
popular than news.
of many local and
Consequently
worldly events.
it’s important to
If
women
find a way to interwould like to spend
est the public more
their time reading
A&E Editor
in hard news than
about how they
“10 ways to shrink
should be performtheir stomach” or “what guys ing in bed, or what men like,
desire in bed.”
instead of reading Cosmo
Not only do concrete which takes away from their
beauty magazines such as CNN time, they could just
Glamour, Allure and Cos- ask their significant other;
mopolitan take away the at- that’s who’ll be in bed with
tention of young girls and them.
women paying attention to
Publications like Rolling
health, makeup and body fat, Stone have news mixed in;
but it gets worse.
this entertainment magazine
Magazines like InTouch works towards a balance
and UsWeekly represent the right inside its own cover
folks checking out Web sites page.
like Perez Hilton or Omg.yaRolling Stone has a sechoo, which gives any reader tion for national affairs,
the so-called “inside scoop” which includes newsworthy
on celebrities.
and governmental issues.
So, if you recall the longRecently, a feature titled
winded complaints about “Marijuanamerica”
covchildren not being interested ered almost ten pages of the
in learning about the world magazine and discussed the
because they spend too much legalization of the drug and
time in front of the televi- was placed right in between
sion, that’s not always the music-related news.
problem.
A nice balance to get
Television is not near as readers the news they should
problematic unless we’re know is important, like a baltalking about the kids not ance of fruits and grains in a
turning it on to watch news, diet, or the ratio of television
but turning it on for Extra, to exercise.
which is InTouch in televiIt’s difficult enough that
sion form.
sports and entertainment
Rarely do you see some- news is the “fun” news and
one trading their spend- easy for people to get their
ing money in for a copy of hands on.
Newsweek; it’s usually any
Some people complain
beauty or gossip magazine.
of being uninformed; mayIf it’s because reading be sometimes that’s true.
about sports and entertain- But there are so many news
ment is easy; or if it’s be- sources out there that people
cause they’re doing it for could pay attention to.
fun, that’s great.
If people don’t want
But just like any other to pay for subscriptions to
activity, there should be a newspapers, pay for televibalance. It’s completely pos- sion, or can’t, iTunes has
sible to balance.
podcasts that keep up-to-date
If students go out with news segments from CNN,
their friends every other NBC and other networks.
night, and do homework
There are also several
every night they’re not out, Web sites they could read inthat’s balanced.
stead of Omg.yahoo.com.
If they spent all their eveSince hard news is so imnings with friends, like some portant for people to know,
people only read gossip pub- it’d be ideal if those gossip
lications, they’ll never get magazines took a flying leap,
their homework done, just and publications like Glamlike the gossipers will never our and Allure didn’t take
get the news.
up 90 percent of the racks
Of course it is understand- at grocery stores and magaable people want a break zines like Newsweek could
from work, from school to slip in to join them.
read something light and in-

Opinions
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It was announced this
past week
that calorie
information
would soon
be required
Kyra
to be posted
Loch
alongside
menu items
in all restaurants and vending machines.
People will not be able to
go through the drive thru of a
Mcdonald’s or get a Snickers
from the vending machine in
the break room without seeing how many calories they
would be consuming with
their choice of sustenance.
This requirement is all
part of the goal on cutting
down on the rise of obesity and promoting healthy
decision-making when it
comes to food.
There have been complaints of people not wanting
to know how many calories
they are consuming with their
favorite fast food meals; it has
been overheard that posting
calorie counts would ruin the
food choice for many people.
With these complaints,
people are just wasting their
breath. That reasoning is the
whole purpose of posting the
calories in the first place.
For the people who do not
care about their health and
enjoy greasy food too much,
the calories next to their menu
item will not have any affect;
they will just continue to eat
bad food.
It is important for the
calories to be posted because most people would be
shocked to find out how many
calories are in some of their

favorite foods.
While it will not be the
most exciting news to hear
and most people will not want
to know how many calories
are in their Whopper, it is for
the best.
America is one of the fattest countries, and the obesity
epidemic is only growing.
But only part of the obesity problem is bad food.
People are becoming
lazier as well. More people
everyday are adopting the
couch potato lifestyle.
Kids have many different
distractions today; between
the Internet, television, and
video games, going outside and playing with other
children does not seem as
exciting.
If these are the behaviors
they take on at a young age,
they are more likely to keep
these behaviors into adulthood.
Everyone is living the
fast paced lifestyle, and some
choose to take convenience
over health.
It is much easier to go to a
fast food restaurant for dinner
then to prepare something
else after the day’s activities
are done.
It is much easier to spend
an hour on Facebook than it is
to put on tennis shoes and go
for a walk or run.
While these habits may be
difficult at first to adopt, they
are definitely for the better.
Once we start consciously
making better decisions when
it comes to food and how we
spend our free time, we can
make progress on cutting
down on health and weight
problems.

Classist attitude
prevalent in Fifth Ave
Live project
Jayme Campbell
COLUMNIST

Quote of the Day:

“W

hat you've just said is one of the most insanely idiotic
things I have ever heard. At no point in your rambling, incoherent response were you even close to anything that could
be considered a rational thought. Everyone in this room is
now dumber for having listened to it. I award you no points,
and may God have mercy on your soul.”
Principle from “Billy Madison”

People need to recognize
difference of opinions
Emily Hawkins
COLUMNIST
With the recent passage of
the health-care bill and with
elections coming up in November, I have been very vocal
about my opinions lately.
I never thought having an
opinion and voicing it would
make me lose friends, though.
I was debating the issue of
health-care last week with one
of my friends, in fact, a very
close friend.
Things got a little heated,
and the person ended up “defriending” me on Facebook.
I tried contacting them to
see if they were really that upset about our debate and they
still will not reply.
This made me think about
how many people, especially
people our age, do not voice
their opinions because they are
afraid of losing friends over an
issue.
After thinking, I would bet
many people clam up rather
than continue a debate in fear
of losing a friend or hurting

someone else’s feelings.
I don’t think that our opinions should have anything to
do with our friendships.
Yes, many of our friends
already have the same opinions we do, which is why we
were probably friends to begin
with-but what about friends
who have completely different
views?
Do they just avoid topics
such as politics because they
think the conversation would
go nowhere? Probably.
I think that our generation
has an issue with not speaking
up enough already, and I think
it would be really unfortunate
that one of the reasons why is
because of the friendships we
have.
Some of the best friendships I have, minus the example from the beginning, are
with people who have very different views than I do.
We still debate about those
issues, and even if we don’t
agree with one another, I can
always say we learn something
from each other.
More importantly, we re-

spect one another.
I really hope students (and
faculty) reading this will be
able to identify with that instead of identifying more with
my example of losing a friend.
Our opinions are far too
important to be shoved to the
back of our brains.
I think if you do need to
worry about losing a friend,
or that person not listening
to your opinion just because
they don’t agree, you probably
aren’t surrounding yourselves
with the best friends.
Friends should listen, without judgment, to each other,
even if they don’t agree.
What is the worst that
could come out of listening
to a Republican if you are a
Democrat?
You might feel the same
after their argument, sure, but
you may also learn something
as well.
The pros outweigh the
cons, so when a controversial
issue comes up on TV or in a
conversation, speak up! What
is the worst that could happen?

Professors should look
beyond U.S. borders
Jason Tham

The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Healthy eating will come
about with information

Monday
March 29, 2010
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I have experienced numerous unpleasant incidents
where class professors or
instructors are not very concerned about diversity in
their classrooms.
As an international student, I struggle to fit into the
American way of life every
day.
This includes food,
speech, manners, and politics, just to name a few.
Living in a totally strange
environment is not something that everyone can do.
It takes a lot of courage and
patience.
Unfortunately, there are
some teachers who are not
sensitive to the non-American students in their classes.
Take for example, some
professors who discuss U.S.
politics in their classes.
For the sake of those who
don’t origin from this country, they should be aware that
the world isn’t all about U.S.
politics.
Though the United States
with great political power
stands as the top nation in the
world, not everyone around
the globe may be interested
in its operations.
I felt underrepresented
in a communications class
filled with all-American
students when the professor
of that class had a pop quiz
about the U.S. government.
How on earth I am sup-

posed to be equipped with
the knowledge about who
John Lewis is and why is he
famous?
Oh well, I knew roughly
who Michelle Bachmann
was.
For goodness sake I was
not born in the U.S. and I
have just come to my second
semester at SCSU.
I would blame myself for
not reading the U.S. news
often.
Nevertheless, the world
is so globalized now and I
feel we should not be restricted to just knowing the
U.S. happenings.
Let’s imagine how would
the professor of that mentioned class feel if I were
to ask him how many states
there are in Malaysia, let
alone, who is the Prime Minister of our country?
There are also other incidents, of which had made
me feel that I am a nobody in
the class.
This instructor in one of
my classes asked the students to do an impromptu
online search for the phone
number of their district representatives and would give
a reward to the first one who
came up with the correct answer.
I sat there; I was stunned.
I don’t even know which
district I am living in while
I live on campus, so how am
I supposed to know who represents me in the district?
I understand that there

are some general information that all students, be it
international students or not,
should know; like what bill
was signed Tuesday by President Obama.
Professors and instructors must be aware that they
are addressing a group of diverse students in their classrooms.
Even though sometimes
these classes may be mostly
populated by American students, the educators must
still pay sufficient attention
to the non-U.S. students.
This at least would help
us not to feel neglected.
SCSU strives to be the
best university with a diverse student and staff community.
On its way to success, the
university must first fix the
mindset of many professors
and instructors in order to
be conscious that not all students are of the same level of
knowledge, especially when
it comes to familiarity about
the country.
Therefore, all materials
that will be taught in class
ought to be carefully examined and selected to avoid
any form of cultural biases.
As a student, I do my part
to know as much about the
nation as possible; yet, in my
opinion, educators must first
be fair and sensitive in their
teachings.

Have an Opinion? Three Ways to Get Your Letters Published..................
M AIL

Letters to the Editor
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301

E-M AIL

chronicleopinions@yahoo.com

W EB

http://www.universitychronicle.com

We welcome your responses to topics of current
debate or interest. Submissions must include the
writer’s full name, telephone number and signature, along with either the home address or major
and year.
We typically don’t publish product or performance
endorsements, libelous statements or submissions
containing factual errors.
Questions/comments? Call (320) 308 - 4086

Imagine that you and your
family have lived in the same
neighborhood your entire life.
Your neighbors are people who
share your same values, ideals
and culture.
You also knew all the children in the neighborhood and
you played together until your
parents called you into the
house way past your curfew, every night.
Then one day, your rent
skyrockets and people who are
not like you are moving in. Your
rent is now so expensive that
your parents, if you are lucky
enough to have a nuclear family, need to decide if they are
going to get another job, or if
your family will be uprooted.
If your family chooses to
get another job, chances are that
if you have younger siblings
that you will be taking care of
them.
If they plan to uproot, then
good luck finding a place nearby that houses the same types of
people with the same interests
again.
This is what is happening
in cities all across the country.
This is called Gentrification.
Gentrification was formerly
called “urban renewal” in the
1950s and ‘60s and now is being
called “urban redevelopment.”
This idea is the process of
changing a neighborhood that
has a strong race component, to
one that is mostly Caucasian.
The moving force behind
this is to turn low-income housing into a hip, swanky place for
up and coming hipsters to move
to feel like they belong.
The tagline that isn’t mentioned in these advertisements
of these “new, great homes”
is that by someone moving in,
someone is being moved out.
Historically the way gentrification is done is to pick one
building in a neighborhood to
change first.
First they change this building, lets say it is a drug store
that is slightly run down, into
luxury condominiums.
Then they slowly piece
their way through the rest of the
neighborhood until everything
else is changed and caters to
generally Caucasians of middle
to upper class status’ needs.
Some scholars and critics
say that this has been happening
in Minneapolis’ north side for
years. We also can see a bit of
this by the new university apartments that are going up on Fifth
Avenue.
This area before construction was considered a sore sight
by some, but it was nothing that
needed to be extravagant once
something was built. According
to the last estimated rates for the
four bedroom apartments, the
cost of a room per person, per
month, is $696.
That is outrageous. This
then becomes a class issue of
who can afford to live in these
apartments and who cannot.
I know that I could not,
and would not, pay $696 for an
apartment I would be sharing
with four other people, especially when I could be paying
approximately $550 a month
to live on my own somewhere
relatively close to campus. I
cannot imagine what the cost of
a one-bedroom or a loft would
be.
On the SCSU web site, it
also states that “Coborn Plaza is
the initial phase of Fifth Avenue
Live, a $100 million mixed-use
development expected to remake both sides of Fifth Avenue
from Ramsey Place north to
Minnesota Highway 23.”
I understand that this may
not be a clear example of gentrification but if you think about it,
this takes out what could have
potentially been affordable
housing for college students.
And even if it improves
lighting and landscaping around
the Somalian mosque located
on 5th avenue, I can almost
guarantee the members of this
mosque do not want the 455
students who are expected to
fill this building to be running
around, possibly intoxicated, in
front of a building they view as
holy.
My guess is that many of
the people who will be moving
into these apartments will be
middle to upper class Caucasian
students.
I also am assuming many
will be first semester freshmen
when they move in.
And there more than likely
will be more than one person
who disrupts the property next
door thanks to a wonderful
weekly holiday called “Thirsty
Thursday.”
To be quite frank, I feel that
the 5th Avenue Live project is
possibly a nice gesture, but that
it is going to be classist in the
end by only allowing, unintentionally, college students of a
higher income to live there.
If this whole plan is not gentrification, I don’t know what
is.
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‘All My Sons’ reunion for Barth Brothers
Megan Junkermeier
A	 &	 E	 EDITOR

Dan and Mark Barth, cofounders of Pioneer Place Theater, are joined again through
“All My Sons,” the production
that brought them together on
stage as children.
Both Barth brothers desired for this production to be
included in this year’s season
and with the help of Director
Raine Hoken, it was possible.
“I think Arthur Miller is a
genius; I think this is his finest work,” Mark Barth said.
“Everybody’s looking to do
Arthur Miller but all they ever
do is ‘Death of a Salesman.’”
Over the years, Mark
Barth, who played Dr. Jim
Bayliss in this performance,
desired to see “All My Sons”
staged at Pioneer Place. He
performed in another showing
of the same play when he was
17 years old and found the
experience in his high school
days influential.
“Some days you’re sitting around and you remember some of the meanings of
the show and it was a dream
coming true when I heard they
were going to do it,” Mark
Barth said. “I had no intention
of being a part of it; Hoken
humbly approached me.”
The interactions between
the characters all flow, whether they are heartwarming or
dealings in insanity; between
George and Kate, who both
suffer from traumatic experience, to father-son relationships and love.
Miller allows the audience to clarify missing holes
in details as well; portions of
dialogue, either vague or ambiguous, leave the audience
available to use their imagination to further explore character contact.
“The cast is spectacular,”
Mark Barth said. “To not have

been on the stage for the past
36 years and work with a cast
like this again – my jaw drops
most nights.”
Hoken desired a set of a
backyard with real grass, a
wooden house and benches
along with lawn furniture
and a flagpole and Justin
Hooper designed the set.
They searched for examples
of sets for this play and found
flat houses with painted green
stages, like knolls and decided
they wanted something better.
“We don’t know what’s
going to happen, whether
[the grass] will survive three
weeks of production or not,”
Mark Barth said. “Our set is
like a volleyball court – damaged – because there’s so
much activity.”
The lighting allowed for
the timing differences between the three acts of the
play; lights were bright for
Act I, which set early in the
day. The dimmed throughout
Acts II and III.
“What Jen Degolier did
with the lights in this small
space was great,” Mark Barth
said.
A tree to the right of the
stage, placed next to the swing,
held significance and symbolism throughout the play.
“Because you can’t see
everything from the seats, we
didn’t know where to put the
tree,” Hoken said. “Every actor that comes close to the tree
is acknowledging the importance of the lost son.”
Dwight Gunderson, who
played Joe Keller, was selected by Hoken because of his
experience in Hoken’s plays.
“One of Gunderson’s
wish-list shows was ‘All My
Sons,’” Hoken said. “In the
play, we did everything to
save Joe Keller because Miller clearly didn’t care about
Keller.”
In a day’s time, what appears to be the finest father-

PHOTO COURTESY OF RAINE HOKEN

Director Raine Hoken preferred when many cast members were on stage at once. The production of
“All My Sons” will continue to run April 1-3 and 8-11. Tickets are $19 for adults and $16 for students and
children.
son relationship spirals into
a mess of who will live, who
will slip into insanity and who
will die.
Dan Barth, owner of Pioneer Place, was seven years
old when he first performed
in this play with his brother,
Mark. When casting the high
school play, they were in need
of a child and Mark realized
Dan would be an ideal candidate for a role, seeing how circumstance made him one to

have a younger brother available for type casting.
“Dan was so gregarious
when he was younger,” Mark
Barth said. “Low and behold,
we were on stage together.”
The Barth brothers were
pleased to bring the show
to Pioneer Place and give it
the credit they thought it deserves.
“It’s written as well for the
actors as it is for the audience,”
Hoken said. “There’s so much

work you can do in it.”
Many of the characters
who played smaller roles
brought subtle additions to the
performance. Relationships or
the potential of them allowed
for all the characters to interact and affect each other. Hoken was partial to scenes with
a full cast on stage.
“There’s one particular
scene where Frank is talking
about horoscopes but then
down in the front there is so

much other stuff happening,”
Hoken said. “Everybody in
this story has an arc.”
“I feel very fortunate to be
a part of a theater that’s showing this,” Mark Barth said.
“All My Sons” began
March 25-28 and will continue to show April 1-3 and
8-11. Tickets are available at
the theater or by calling 320203-0331.

Benefit show for
Haiti and Chile
Jason Tham
STAFF	 WRITER
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Buckets of plaster were scattered at tables for women who wanted to make casts of their breasts.

‘Breastcasting’ for liberation
Mollly Willms
STAFF	 WRITER

After screening a documentary, women were given the chance to cast their
breasts in plaster.
The SCSU Women’s
Center presented this opportunity, “Liberation or Bust,”
which is the first of its kind
on the SCSU campus.
85 women attended
the event, with over 50 of
them choosing to cast their
breasts.
It was part of a celebration highlighting National
Women’s History Month.
“It was a chance to learn
and speak frankly about our
breasts in an encouraging environment,” Kacy Bjornson,
an event coordinator, said.
“Our hope is that women felt
liberated and empowered by
the experience of casting in a
large group.”
The evening began with a
film titled “Breasts: A Docu-

mentary.”
The film consisted of
22 women speaking frankly
about their breasts including
their different functions and
purposes.
There was a diverse demographic of women represented at the event including
mastectomy patients, strippers and several motherdaughter teams.
Almost every interview
was conducted while interviewees were topless.
The film had a mixed response among the audience
on Tuesday.
“I think an important
thing to note is that the people who didn’t love the film
had mixed feelings about
it for intriguing reasons,”
Bjornson said. “I’m glad it
got people really thinking
and critiquing.”
“The film was followed
by an introduction of the
panel speakers,” Andrea
Lawrence-Wheeler, another event coordinator, said.

“[They included] Jane Olsen,
Hedy Tripp and Beth Berila,
who spoke about owning
your breasts, the Lolita complex and shared poetry about
breasts.”
After the film and discussion, the breast casting
began.
Participants were instructed to bring a washcloth,
towel, change of clothes and
a friend to cast you.
An estimated 58 women
participated in the ‘breastcasting’ before 10:30 p.m.
on Tuesday night.
“We took advantage of
an opportunity to further our
understanding of concerns
surrounding breasts such as
ownership, media, culture,
and plastic surgery,” Bjornson said.
The staff and volunteers
at the Women’s Center said
they hope to host another
similar event in the fall.
“I would say my ultimate
goal beginning with next
fall’s casting would be to

have more casts painted by
local artists then displayed
and auctioned off,” Bjornson
said. “That auction and all
subsequent auctions would
function as fundraisers for
Breast Cancer Awareness
Month [in October]; National Love Your Body Day
happens to fall within that
same month, and I think it’s
a perfect pairing.”
This event was decided
to be an important event to
the St. Cloud community as
a whole.
Making this event a
group event was important
to them.
“It means something that
women took their shirts off
for themselves and for empowerment,” Wheeler said.
“They didn’t take their shirts
off for a sexual partner or for
an everyday basic need, such
as showering or changing
their clothes, but they did it
for themselves and to make a
statement, and that is powerful.”

SCSU Percussion Collective planned a fundraising
concert for Haitian and Chilean
relief organizations.
“A Benefit for Haiti and
Chile” is March 30 in Ritche
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
“When I saw the results of
the earthquakes, my heart immediately went out to the people,” Terry Vermillion, percussion studies professor, said.
Vermillion has interacted
and studied with a variety of
Latin American musicians
since he came to teach at SCSU
in 1992.
SCSU Percussion Collective plans to collaborate with
the Stearns County Pachanga
Society, a local band committed to the performance of popular and traditional music of the
Latin Americas.
Mike Hasbrouck, faculty of
the Foreign Language department is the leader and founder
of the Stearns County Pachanga
Society.
To generate ticket sales and
donations, Vermillion said, he
invited Hasbrouck’s group to
join this concert.
“I see the concert as a good
chance to bring some musical
diversity into the campus community, raise some money for
people that really need it, and
show some solidarity with our
co-humans in other places,”
Mike Hasbrouck, professor of
spanish and leader of Stearns
County Pachanga Society,
said.
The SCSU percussion ensemble and the world drumming group will share the stage
with the energetic and popular
Stearns County Pachanga Society, sharing the rich musical
traditions of Cuba and Haiti.
The world drumming group
is a class taught in SCSU.
“That class focuses on
drumming music from Cuba’s
Rhumba,” Vermillion said. “It
will be a perfect fit for the percussion ensembles to do music
from Latin America and the
world drumming group to do
the Cuban drumming, which
can show the campus what this
music is like.”
The SCSU percussion ensemble is currently the most
diverse it has ever been.
“There are players who
have 10 or more years experience playing percussion, and
some who have little to no formal training at all,” Tyler Hogan, senior and member of the
percussion ensemble, said.

“The Pachanga Society
thrives on spontaneous musical
collaboration so I’m looking
forward to having the Percussion Collective people join us
on stage after their performance,” Hasbrouck said. “It
should rock the house.”
In an effort to help those
regions devastated by recent
earthquakes, a major portion of
the admission proceeds will be
donated to Haitian and Chilean
relief organizations.
“We will be collecting donations after the concert,” Vermillion said.
A slideshow presenting
some images of Haiti and Chile
will be shown during the concert.
“We also hope to have Father Reiser from Epiphany Reiser Foundation to speak in the
event,” Vermillion said. “The
Reiser Foundation helped raise
funds for various events.”
The proceeds will be split
for Haiti and Chile relief efforts.
“It is important for us to
remember that we still have to
give to people around the world
who need our help, especially
the devastation that has happened in Haiti and Chile,” Vermillion said. “I think passive
ignoring of a problem doesn’t
make that problem go away,
you can’t just turn your cheek
away.”
“The more we see ourselves
as connected to people and cultures that are far from us, the
better the world will be,” Hasbrouck said.
“This show really emphasizes our global society by its
goal of raising funds and showing solidarity for the earthquake
victims in Haiti and Chile and
also by the highly culturally
diverse musical offerings being
presented by all involved.”
Hogan is looking forward
to a positive audience reaction.
“Our repertoire this semester has been carefully balanced
to provide an enjoyable experience for all members of the ensemble,” Hogan said.
Tickets for the show are $5
for adults and $3 for students,
but free for SCSU students.
“It’s going to be an evening of fun drumming, a lot
of great, fun and enjoyable
sounds, not what you think as
a classical music. It is going to
be strong, powerful, enjoyable
and unique. It is great for all
ages,” Vermillion said.
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Kenya Acrobats balance, audience limbos
Molly Willms
STAFF	 WRITER

The Kenya Safari Acrobats performed hundreds of
tricks to a packed house last
Thursday at SCSU.
Hailing from Kenya, this
troupe of seven performers
jumped, kicked, straddled
and balanced everything
from a knife-wielding limbo
bar to each other - sometimes
five at a time.
Roslyn Udairam, Chair
of UPB perfoming arts committee, assisted in the organization of the event.
“About a month ago,
Roslyn contacted me about
these performers from Kenya,” Gebremicael Gebremariam, president of the
African Student Association
(ASA), said.

They believed this act
was necessary and worked
on achieving that goal.
The Residence Hall Association’s (RHA) “No Hate”
campaign was also involved
in the performance.
“Attending events like
the Kenya Safari Acrobats
and attending the nights that
ASA are supporting helps
promote pluralism of culture
at SCSU,” Sean Groomes of
RHA, said. “Which is basically the active involvement
in other cultures.”
The performance began
with a voice over a loudspeaker announcing to all:
“You are about to embark on
an exciting African adventure- please keeps hands and
feet inside the auditorium at
all times.”
Peppered with more
jokes, the monologue con-

SENG KIAT KHOR / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Also, they used each other to balance and perform
acts involving human strength and teamwork.

tinued to set the scene for the
upcoming performance.
The monologue described
a lone traveler on a journey
into African wilderness who
learned of natural resources
and the disappointing realization of no tacos.
This traveler’s dream
was to create an African circus and convince natives to
participate which is where
the performance and story
began.
A performer dressed in
safari garb then emerged and
began interacting with the
audience, miming asking for
directions to the stage.
Once the performer
reached the stage, several
others joined him and they
mimed tying him up with a
rope.
The rope became a skipping rope and acrobats began
jumping and flipping to the
music.
After rope-skipping, two
female performers took the
stage and danced.
Soon, they retreated to
the back of the stage as the
five male performers set up a
limbo bar, inviting the audience to limbo.
Almost 20 audience
members of varying ages
did the limbo with assistance
from acrobats.
Once the audience members left the stage, the ordinary limbo bar was replaced
with a bar holding five
downward-facing
knives.
One male acrobat lowered
the knife-bar to less than a
foot above the ground and
managed to dance under unharmed.
Following the limbo
dance was a two-person set
of tricks in which performers
took turns alternately balancing on and holding up one
another. After that set, the
acrobats did various flips,
leaps and jumps through a
set of two narrow hoops.
The rest of the performance featured such stunts
as climbing a set of up to five
chairs balanced atop four
glasses set on a table and a
bed-of-nails stunt involving a performer being sandwiched between two beds of
nails while another walked
across the bed on top.

SENG KIAT KHOR / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

The acrobat team performed daring and challenging moves such as balancing
on chairs and lying on a bed of huge nails and being stepped on.

The grand finale was
a series of acrobatic tricks
involving all five male performers. The men balanced
all together on one another
in more than ten different
formations, each involving
only one man with both feet
on the stage.

Throughout the performance, the narrator continued with the story of the
African traveler, with his
challenges among the natives
and his eventual luck: he had
an African circus, the Kenya
Safari Acrobats.
Once the acrobats had

left the stage and the audience in thunderous applause,
the voice came over the loudspeaker once again, finishing
the traveler’s story: “...and
the audience gave the Kenya
Safari Acrobats a standing
ovation!”

SCSU wind
ensemble,
orchestra to
perform
Jason Tham
STAFF	 WRITER
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Voice acting plays a crucial role in video games especially when it comes to storytelling.

Voice acting adds action to gaming
Jun-Kai Teoh
GAME	 COLUMN

Last week I talked about
how spectacular “Heavy
Rain” was, but looking back
now I realize that I failed to
mention one of its critical
flaws: the voice acting in the
game.
While most people may
not consciously pay attention
to the voice acting in a game,
it plays a crucial role when
it comes to game immersion.
“The Elder Scrolls IV” had
the problem because most of
the characters sounded the
same.
“Heavy Rain” had this
problem when the characters sometimes sounded like
Terminator robots emulating
human speech.
These type of thoughts

really shouldn’t be popping
up in a gamer’s mind when
they’re playing a game. It’s
a shocking thought of what
could have been a truly memorable moment in a game.
Some games get it right.
The original “Bioshock” had
a spectacular voice cast, and
Armin Shimerman pulled off
the eery and menacing act of
Andrew Ryan wonderfully.
Bioware, on top of their usual top-notch storylines for
games, had notable names
like Martin Sheen and Seth
Green lending their talents to
“Mass Effect 2.”
While most gamers may
not pay attention to voice actors, and it probably doesn’t
factor in at all when they’re
considering a purchase, it’s
not an aspect that is to be
taken lightly at all. It’s some-

thing people don’t pay much
attention to unless it’s terrible, and by then it’s too late
to save the experience.
Elizabeth Good from
CtrlAltKill.org said it right:
“We come for the game play,
but we stay for the story.”
A story’s as good as the
storyteller. I think back to
the times when I was a kid
and how I’d always pick
my mother to tell me stories, simply because she
was much more convincing.
Storytelling for video games
works the same way. It has
to be persuasive and immersive; voice acting is vital that
way.
The video game industry
is growing, if not outright
booming. It’s turning into a
very affordable hobby these
days, and lately many people

have even been comparing
it to blockbuster movies in
terms of profit and success.
“Modern Warfare 2” made
more money than the movie
“Avatar” and “Heavy Rain”
is more of an interactive
movie than a game.
The entertainment mediums are colliding, the game
industry is picking up pace
and game developers would
do well to realize that anything which hinders the immersion of the gamer into
the virtual world is a cold
slap to the gamer.
While it’s perfectly understandable for gameplay
mechanics to sometimes jolt
the gamer out of their experience, it’s a horrible excuse to
have that happen simply because of bad voice acting.

The annual “Soundings”
concert will feature the wind
ensemble and orchestra on
April 6 at in Ritsche Auditorium.
The concert will feature
student soloists, student conductors and student performers.
“At this concert we would
like to feature students’ talent,” Daniel O’Bryant, director of the orchestra, said.
“We have a competition to
see which students to be selected as soloists.”
The concert will begin at
7:30 p.m.
A colorful collection of
pieces from many countries
will be performed by the ensembles, including works by
Bach, Mozart, Saint-Saens,
Creston, Janacek, Bernstein,
and Ewazen.
Pieces are from both diverse countries and time periods.
“It is rare for university
ensembles to place so many
students in such important
leadership roles as the primary conductors, artist soloists and composers,” Richard
Hansen, director of bands,
said.
The music for this concert ranged from different
demographics and time period.
“The magnificent array
of student talent on the concerts” will be the highlight of
the show, Hansen said.
SCSU concerto competition winners, Sharisse Germain, Tyler Hogan, and Seth

Adams, will appear as soloists.
“The challenge is to
choose the music; sometimes
the students bring in music
that we don’t own, so we
have to rent them,” O’Bryant
said.
Armando
Saldarini,
Adam Tervola Hultberg,
Stephanie Tollefsrud and
Cory Marrier-Leppanen, will
appear as guest conductors.
The orchestra also went
on a tour Thursday to perform at three different high
schools.
They performed miniconcerts at Forest Lake,
Coon Rapids, and Monticello high schools.
This event will conclude
the semester as a season finale; since it’s annual, they
are expecting a decent turnout for the show.
“It’s a great way to see
some pieces of music that
you might not know about,”
O’Bryant said. “There’ll be a
lot of excitement and freshness in music that people
don’t know.”
Tickets are free for SCSU
students and faculty and are
$5 for adults and $3 for children and seniors.
A portion of ticket proceeds go towards scholarships for music students at
SCSU.
“Listen to these students
pours their hearts into the
music for you,” Hansen said.
“Believe me, live music has
communicative powers that
are a lot more direct than the
iPod menus.”
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Oh Bob Saget;
the enigma of
Tourettes Guy
Joseph Froemming
WEB	 PHENOMENON
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CD sales continue to decline, but vinyl sales remain strong. Many vinyls now offer an mp3 download card
or code with the sale of the vinyl, making the music available for an mp3 player as well.

The making of a vinyl revival
Nick Longworth
STAFF	 WRITER
Cassettes replaced the LP
and the 8-track took a solid
run at the cassette.
Video killed the radio
star and laser discs appeared;
more futuristic and convenient than any household listening equipment of its time.
The compact disc, many
believe, changed the course
of history forever, while the
mp3 may only be the tip of
the iceberg for an exciting
age to come.
However, a peculiar format and the subculture that
surrounds it refuses to die
out; vinyls still remain.
This devoted demographic refuses to be flushed out by
high portability, overwhelming convenience and endless
selection.
“There has been a record
store on this corner (26th and
Lyndale) for over 40 years,
and it has always carried vinyl,” said Dan Cote, Manager of Treehouse Records in
Minneapolis. “We’re seeing
more teenagers buying vinyl
than in recent years, which
is very cool; there are also
a fair amount of older folks
who sold or threw away their
vinyl years ago and are now
buying it back.”
“I’ve had young people
buying records since we
started selling them (13 years
ago), because they’re just
cool,” Greg Chestness, Manager of St. Cloud’s Media

Xchange, said.
The store offers nearly
3000 used LPs, as well as,
near 5000 CDs.
Vinyl records, once the
mainframe of American music, have now seemingly become obsolete to the general
public.
With their inability to
shuffle songs, carry thousands
at a time or function in a moving vehicle, to the naked eye
they have been voided by the
collective majority.
However, with the rise
of illegal (as well as legal)
downloading, CD sales have
continued to decline year by
year.
While in contrast, vinyl
has remained a constant pillar
in the music scene throughout its existence and is now
becoming more prominent.
Most are quiet about exactly what may be causing
such an obscurity in music
sales.
“CD sales are down with
the advent of downloading,
but not as significant as the
record companies tell you,”
Joe Firth, co-owner of Eclipse
Records in Minneapolis, said.
“Remember these are the
same people that told you vinyl was dead; I don’t believe
much of what they say; sales
may be down but the number
of artists putting out music is
the same.”
“Vinyl on the other hand
has seen a huge surge in production,” Firth said. “From
bands that would have never

out vinyl five years ago to the
countless re-issues that are
now available.”
Cote described CD sales
as dead when referring to
them as a whole.
“They’re in absolute freefall and will likely be obsolete within a few years,” Cote
said.
While not all music retail
shops may agree with Cote’s
strong sentiment, it is hard to
argue the with statistics.
According to Nielsen
Soundscan (which did not
start tracking vinyl sales until 1991) vinyl record sales
jumped from 990,000 in 2007
to 1.8 million in 2008.
This is more than any
other year in Nielsen Soundscan history. The numbers for
2009 are not available yet, but
expected to rise again around
3.8 percent.
On the contrary, sales
of physical albums, such as
those newly released, continue to plunge by nearly 23
percent.
“Our new vinyl sales
are up by about 150 percent
over where they were two or
three years ago; used vinyl
sales are up, too,” Cote said.
“Unfortunately, our CD sales
have been plummeting at a
similar rate, so it hasn’t really led to an overall spike in
business. [Our store currently
has] about 75-80 percent covered in vinyl and 20-25 percent on CD.”
However, the question
still remains as to why many

continue to go out of their
way to purchase vinyl.
“I would say love,” Dan
Kaproth, music purchaser for
St. Cloud’s Electric Fetus,
said. “I’ve come to find that
people who buy vinyl, love
vinyl.”
“It’s a borderline obsession with some of our customers.,” Kaparoth said.
“Some get excited over the
fact that some vinyl is heavier than others, or maybe that
its hand-numbered and packaged, or even that it comes in
other colors and additions.”
In an effort to increase
sales as well as nurture the vinyl culture, many labels have
now begun offering free mp3
download cards of the album
within the vinyl copy.
Instead of spending $14
on a CD, customers could
choose to spend $15-20 on a
vinyl instead.
“[You can] have all the
artwork in full size, plus
be able to download a digital version to burn a CD for
their car or throw it in their
mp3 player,” Kaproth said.
“Really, if youre looking at
it money-wise, vinyl makes
more sense in the end.”
Whether or not CDs will
diminish and become obsolete has yet to be seen. However, it would appear that
vinyl, in both its glory and
faults, is here to stay.
“Don’t let Steve Jobs
convince you that buying
physical music is dead,” Firth
said.

To say Danny “The
Tourette’s Guy” is a recent
Internet phenomenon is not
correct, but the videos featuring the angry, alcoholic man
spouting the craziest things
one could imagine has certainly gained a new life on
YouTube and Facebook.
“Tourette’s Guy” has had
an Internet presence since
2006, but has gained popularity as the years have gone by.
While there has been
ethical questions about these
videos, even questions of authenticity have arisen about
the mysterious belligerent
enigma, no one except the
party involved in making
these videos knows for sure.
The ethical questions on
message boards are more
along the line of these videos
exploiting the mental disorder
of Tourette syndrome; often
alluded to random swearing
and outbursts but in reality it
is often nervous ticks.
These are legitimate concerns by those who suffer
from the disorder and those
who know or are related to
someone with it.
Yet, watching these videos are hilarious; even if they
are staged. The things Danny
says in them are often so off
the wall that one cannot help
but laugh. For instance, who
can honestly say they have
heard dome one yell “These
fish sticks are as hard as tits,”
or after glaring at a salt shaker, just shout “F--- salt!”
Watching a drunk man
sporting a trench coat and
imitating Robert Stack from
“Unsolved Mysteries” complaining about how “someone
stole $500 of my shit,” is epic
in its hilarity and also sad.
The
mystery
of
“Tourette’s Guy” is also surrounding the rumor he died in
a car accident a couple years
ago. Since the authenticity of
the videos are in question, no
one (except those involved
in the making of the videos)
knows for sure.
There is also the mysterious fact that “Tourette’s
Guy” has had his Wikipedia

page taken down and his official Web site has also disappeared.
Yet, the man who angrily
referred to George W. Bush
as “Corporal Cluster F----“
remains alive in the world
of YouTube. His antics are
incredibly disgusting, often
offensive but still are funnier
than most things around these
days.
If anyone should have
replaced Conan O’Brien for
the “Tonight Show,” it should
have been “Tourette’s Guy.”
He is funny and offensive;
Leno is just offensive.
There is a line in the film
“This is Spinal Tap” when
one of the characters said
“There is a fine line between
genius and stupidity.” When
watching “Tourette’s Guy”
videos, he certainly walks
that fine line.
To condemn these videos
are a subject of debate. On
one hand, it certainly does
poke fun at a serious disorder that many people find offensive. On the other hand, it
is funny. It is hard to debate
something that remains unknown towards its authenticity, but it is not surprising that
it offends many people with
the title alone.
There are instances that
raise doubt to if it is real.
Danny is the only one seen
in the videos for the most
part. His kid and ex-wife are
heard off camera or briefly
shown without any facial
recognition. There is a video
of an altercation with his father (who suspiciously looks
like Santa Clause) that looks
staged. Then there are moments when he is acting crazy in a supermarket that look
authentic.
Whether people are offended or humored by this
man, there is no secret that
his videos are wildly popular
on the Internet. It has opened
up dialogue on the Internet
about ethical concerns and
has humored a lot of people
as well.
One has to give the man
credit for making the name
“Bob Saget” a curse word.
Not many people can achieve
such a feat.

Creative writing
offered for summer
Jason Tham
STAFF	 WRITER

Students can polish up
their writing skills and develop creative writing ideas
this spring intersession by
signing up for the Mississippi River Creative Writing
Workshop in poetry and fiction at SCSU (ENGL 445545).
This two-credit workshop
will be conducted 10:30 a.m.
to 4:45 p.m. from June 1 to
4.
“It is a workshop that involves professional authors
who will come in to talk
about their crafts and publications,” William Meissner,
professor of english and director of creative writing,
said.
Meissner’s first novel,
“Spirits in the Grass,” had
won the 2008 Midwest Book
Award for fiction.
He is also an author of
four books of poetry and
two short stories collections,
“Hitting into the Wind” and
“The Road to Cosmos.”
This workshop will be
graded based on the grading
system where students are
given an either satisfactory
or unsatisfactory mark.
“Another important component of this workshop is
getting students some exciting prompts so that they
can write fictions based on
the writing exercises in the
workshop,” Meissner said.
There is no pre-requisite
or prior writing experience
required for this class.
“The course is geared for
all age level and all experience level,” Meissner said.
Meissner said that the essential part of this course is
for enrichment of creative
writing and the course will
not be intimidating.
“No experience is necessary,” he said.
“There will be discussion of writing techniques

and writing ideas during the
workshop,” Meissner said.
Informal question-andanswer sessions will be
conducted in the workshop,
Meissner said.
This workshop aimed to
conduct presentations that
will be engaging and entertaining by bringing in poets,
novelist and multicultural
speakers.
They received the multicultural grant this year and
are now able to bring in
multicultural speakers like
Alexs Pate and Susan Power
to speak at the workshop.
Alexs Pate is an African
American writer who had
worked with Steven Spielberg’s company in writing the novel for the movie
Amistad.
Susan Power is a Native
American author of the bestselling novel, “The Grass
Dancer.”
Other interesting speakers in this workshop include
Margaret Hasse, Marya
Hornbacjer and Shannon Olson.
Meissner
highlighted
Shannon Olson as an author of the bestselling novel
“Welcome To My Planet
(Where English is Sometimes Spoken).”
Some examples of topics planned for the workshop
are “Locating yourself: Description, Setting, and Spirit
in Writing,” “Writing and
Memory,” and “The Working Writer: Writing the Novel and Nonfiction.”
Students in this course
can also gain classroom
teaching ideas, Meissner
said.
“It’s the type of course
you can find your own voice
in creative writing – poetic
voice, fictional and non-fictional voice – and develop
that voice to its fullest potential,” Meissner said.
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“Sao Paulo” delivers a sound resembling blues and country with a blend of rock.

Deadstring Brothers; better Rolling Stones
Joseph Froemming
ALBUM	 REVIEW
From the beginning, “Sao
Paulo” by the Deadstring
Brothers is reminiscent of
“Let it Bleed”-era Rolling
Stones with its slide guitar,
bluesy/country rock blend
and Jagger-esque jaunty vocals.
The title track opens up
the album, which comprises
some of the best blues rock
music to come around since
the White Stripes’ “De Stijl.”
Its musical atmosphere is
somewhat appropriate for
today’s political/economic
atmosphere-depressing with
a slight hint of hope.
That is followed by
“Smile,” a catchy tome about
seeing a woman crying on
the street. It is accompanied
by an incredible guitar solo
and female back-up singers

that give the track extra impact.
“Can’t Make it Through
the Night” is an acoustic,
mellow tune about love and
life gone awry before the vocalist’s eyes that he cannot
continue to witness and can’t
make it through the night.
The slide guitar solo is
reminds one of some of Mick
Taylor’s work on the Stones’
“Sticky Fingers.”
This is followed by another ballad called “Adalee.”
This is an amazingly beautiful song; the lyrics are in a
saddened, poetic style that
is accompanied by equally
beautiful guitar and cello
riffs.
The Chorus “God sent
his sweetest Angel to rescue me” may look cheesy in
print, but when hearing it, it
somehow does not.
As a whole, this is the
tightest sloppy album of the

year so far. It has the vibe
that everything could fall
apart at any moment similar
to the early 70s Stones material; sans terrible songs about
loving “Brown Sugar.”
Yet, this blatant impression of the Rolling Stones is
also the albums handicap. It
blends the line of influence
and plagiarism. Granted, it
could be argued this is the
best Stones album they never
could have made.
Despite this, the album
is incredible. It is an excellent album to listen to on
dark, rainy nights when one
is feeling awful about everything. People can relate
to the songs content because
they are about things a lot of
people go through: love lost,
loneliness and depression.
Sure, it is a depressing
album. There are not many
moments of joy, but the stark
sadness of it could potential-

ly bring joy to someone who
is hating life at the moment.
The Deadstring Brothers
may sound like the best Rolling Stones tribute band, but
they are more than that. They
sound like the millionaire
rock band that still can’t find
satisfaction, but they do not
sing about trivial things like
that. They sing and sound
like a band that took the better elements of their obvious musical heroes (“Sticky
Fingers,” “Let it Bleed”) and
made it their own.
This is one of the best
blues/rock albums to come
out in a long time. It may
sound like a vintage throwback to another era, but the
content is as applicable to
today as it was during the era
of Vietnam and economic
downturns of the 70s.
The vinyl and CD versions include different tracks
from one another.
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PLACE YOUR AD HERE
Have a room to rent,
employment position to ﬁll, or
item to sell? Advertise here! Call
the Chronicle Ofﬁce at 320-3083943 to place your ad today!

2 BEDROOM, 2 BEDROOM,
2 Bedroom, Large Closets,
New Carpet, Huge Rooms.
SCSU4Rent.com 320-980-6425
Pets O.K.

3 BDRM HOUSE 2 BATH
320-493-2608
www.quadbproperties.com
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Townhomes 3-4 Bedrooms 1012 mo. Leases Free Heat Water
Parking 320-252-2633
SCSU AREA STUDENT
Housing 320-240-0679
www.StCloudRental.com
APARTMENTS OR HOUSES
Efﬁciencies to 8 Bdrms + Great
Prices and locations
On Campus or around town
Get it all with one
call St. Cloud Rental
Resource Inc. 320 251 4412
www.Home-Hound.com
STATESIDE APTS. SPACIOUS
4 Bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. Close,
Quiet. E.P.M. 251-6005.
excelpropmgmt.com
$50 MOVE-IN, WALK TO
Classes. 2-Bed Free: heat,
WSG, cable, Parking. Now/Fall
320-679-3852
2, 3, OR $ BDR APT VARIOUS
Locations Heat included 4939549
RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT
with a Deck/Patio! 7th Ave 2,
3, and 4 Beds Available www.
StCloudRental.com 320-2291919
3 BLOCKS FROM SCSU
M+M Apts 320-259-9673
UNIVERSITY APTS,
Spacious 2 Bedrooms Heat
Paid, Close SCSU 251-8284
www.riversidepropertymgmt.
com
LARGE 2 BDRM SIDE BY
side Duplex. Free parking. Call
Rick 320-291-7002
OLYMPIC II 525 13TH STREET
3 or 4 Bedrooms beg at $245
10 or 12 mo. leases
651-361-0803
READY FOR YOU! ONE AND
two bedroom units for June 1st!
On bus liine. Free heat, water
and cable. $475 to start. Call
Beth- 320-260-3448 now!

SCSUApartments.com
5 BEDROOM HOUSE NEAR
Campus Everything incld Dish/
laund AC/HT Parking Big House
325/Rm Jesse 612-804-8333
HAVE A ROOM TO RENT,
employment position to ﬁll, or
item to sell? Call the Chronicle
Ofﬁce at 320-308-3943 to place
your ad today!
www-Serenity Apartments.
com

4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS,
$260-280, 2 bathrooms, on
5th Avenue 320-259-9434
4 BEDROOM TOWNHOMES
Lg. B.r. Free parking Heat pool
Volleyball ct. 255.00 per Br
uvtownhomes.com 320-2522633

FIVE - NINE BED HOUSES
Now Available 320-240-0679

WANT OUT OF THE DORMS?
Let us put you in a fantastic
apartment within walking
distance to campus + on
Clipper route. CAll Beth- 320260-3448 or Missy- 320-2174115 www.northernmgmt.com/
mp
UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS.
4 Bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. Clean,
Close. E.P.M. 251-6005.
excelpropmgmt.com
AVAILABLE JUNE 1ST. BY
Hockey Center. Very Nice 4
Bdrm 2 Bath House. $1240.00
month. Also, Duplex for Rent.
Both 3 Bdrm Units. Very Nice.
$930 per month. Call for more
info. 320-241-0624. louiejullie@
aol.com
M.V. APTS ONES 2’S AND 3
BRs, Some Decks, close SCSU
a/c R.P.M. 251-8284 309-4028
www.riversidepropertymgmt.
com

Ravine Apts 420-9984

4 BEDROOM APTS 1.5
BATHS water, sewer, garbage,
heat, cable incl. close to
SCSU 225/mo 320-229-1919
www.StCloudRental.com
STUDIO ONE TWO THREE
BRs Near SCSU call 2518284 309-4028 www.
riversidepropertymgmt.com
KENT HOUSING CLOSE,
closer, and closest
320-252-5500 or
kenthousing.com
CLOSE TO CAMPUSHOUSES 320-240-0679
www.scsu4Rent.com
2 BDR APT 1/2 BLK FROM
Library A/C, DW Heat Paid
Parking 493-9549
JUNE 1, JULY 1, AUGUST 1
move in. Call for details - 1, 2,
4 bed units. Missy - 320-2174115 or Beth- 320-260-3448!

3 BDRM HOUSE 2 BATH
320-493-2608
www.quadbproperties.com

ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES.
Utilities, Cable included.
TK Meyer Properties.
320-259-9434

4 BEDROOM HOUSES
Parking, Water, Sewer, Garbage
incl. 250/mo. Close to SCSU
320-229-1919

SPACIOUS 2 BDR APT 1/2
Blk from SCSU AC, DW, Heat
paid Laundry Parking 10 or 12
month lease 493-9549

2 or 4 BDR APT. IN HOUSE
1/2 Blk from Library Heat and
Parking included 493-9549

!! $50 JUNE + JULY RENT !!
www.ivyapartments.com
320-259-9673

CHARLAMAINE
Classic Bridge view south
RiverRidge All across from
hockey center Lower rates this
side of University drive 10 12
mo. Leases call 320-333-0500
Dennis Property Mgt.

LARGE 2 BDRM SIDE BY
Hallenbeck Hall. Free Parking.
Call 320-291-7002

9 BEDROOM HOUSE 4
Blocks to SCSU 260/mo 320229-1919

3 or 4 BDR APT 2 FULL
Baths AC, DW Heat Paid
Laundry Security 10 or 12
month lease 493-9549

3-4 BR TOWNHOMES 10-12
Month Leases starting at 255.00
Free parking Heat pool 320252-2633 uvtownhomes.com

2 BEDROOM APT. NEAR
Hockey Center CLEAN LARGE
Heat Water Garbage pd. off St.
Paring AC + Laundry In 4-Plex
Available 6/1 685-8181

13TH ST APARTMENTS: 1
blk N. of Hockey Ctr (5th) 3 &
4 bed startg at $225. Parking,
garages, cable, Laundry &
onsite caretaker. Remodeled
units avail Josh: 651-2709316, Dan 651-361-0803

3 BDRM HOUSE 2 BATH
320-493-2608
www.quadbproperties.com

9 BEDROOM HOUSE, 2
Blocks to Miller Library. Large
Bedrooms, 3 BAths, D/W,
Laundry, Parking. Nice, clean,
close. E.P.M. 251-6005

DUPLEX FOR RENT, 3 AND
4 bedroom units. Close to
campus, parking, Large rooms.
w/d AC. Call Janis H 763-4275419 C 763-923-4222

HOUSING

U.V.T’s
Individual Leases starting at
255.00 3-4 Br. pool 320-2522633 uvtownhomes.com

FEMALES AND MALES.
Private rooms in 4 Bedroom
Apts. Heat Paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking. Avail 6/1 and 8/1.
E.P.M. 251-6005

YOUR APARTMENT COULD
Be rented. Call 320-308-3943
to place your classiﬁed with the
University Chronicle.

11

3 BEDS! 3 BEDS! 3 BEDS!
With Decks, 1.5 Baths
Dishwasher, Huge Bedrooms
and LVRM 320-229-1919
ACROSS FROM HOCKEY
Center Bridgeview South
Classic RiverRidge Park
South Bridgeview West New
Appliances New Carpet Etc.
$285.00 Tem month $265.00
12 month to $265.00 10 month
$245 12 month Dennis Property
Mgt 333-0500 dennisproperty.
net Call today
4 BDR APT 1 BLK FROM
Campus 2 Full Baths A/C, DW
Laundry Heat Paid Security
493-9549

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED!
Resident Caretakerduties: vacuuming, cleaning,
shoveling plus. Call Laura 320255-9262x551
www.northernmanagement.
com/CT

PETS
2 AKC REGISTERED YORKIE
Puppies free to a good home.
They have current shots and
play along with children and
other animals. Contact paul_
micheal60@yahoo.com for more
info

PERSONALS
JESUS, ALLAH, SATAN ARE
pretend. Jesus, Allah are inﬁnite
Devils. Question religion.
Atheism is true.

12 Advertising
University Chronicle
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SCSU Sports
Calendar
Friday
Softball

At Minnesota Duluth

Sports
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Final four finish

Saturday
Softball

Tyler Ohmann

At Bemidji State

	 SPORTS	 EDITOR

Track

At Northern State Open
Baseball

At Minnesota Duluth

Sunday
Baseball

At Minnesota Duluth

Softball

Home vs. Minn. Mankato

Baseball

plays,” Witt said. “I caught
the ball in rhythm, they
swung it out to me, the guy
was closing out and I had a
chance.”
“I figured, ‘Oh, I’ve got
to make this’ and then hopefully if he comes tumbling
into me, I’ll get a chance to
get a free throw and tie it
up.”
The Huskies did relinquish the lead once more,
but a Witt three with 2:42
remaining gave the Huskies
the lead for good.

While last Thursday was
just another school day for
everyone else, it was an exceptional opportunity for
several student athletes.
These athletes were the
SCSU men’s basketball
team and they competed in
the NCAA Division II Final
Four in basketball’s birthplace—Springfield, Mass.
The Huskies took on the
nationally second-ranked
Crimson Hawks of Indiana
University Penn. (IUP).
The dream of winning
a national title fell short
Thursday as the Huskies
were unable to overcome a
double digit deficit losing
76-70 to IUP.
They beat Midwestern
State Wednesday to make it
to the final four.

Thursday

Wednesday

Softball

Home vs. Minn. Crookston
Track

At Jim Duncan Invite
Baseball

Softball

At Minnesota State, (2)

Track

At Kansas Relays

Track

At Kansas Relays

Track

At Kansas Relays
Baseball

Home vs. Augustana

Softball
Baseball

Home vs. Augustana

Softball

At Winona State
Baseball

At Wayne State (Neb.)

Track

At Drake Relays

Track

At Drake Relays

Track

At Drake Relays
Baseball

At Northern State
Softball

Home vs. Mary

Track

At MSIC Multi Cham
pionships
Baseball

At Northern State
Softball

Home vs. Northern State

The SCSU Huskies went
into the locker room for
halftime Wednesday down
six to the Midwestern State
Mustangs.
Junior Taylor Witt only
played nine minutes in the
half, which ended on an 8-0
Mustang run.
“In the first half I got
in a little foul trouble and
I had to sit on the bench,”
Witt said.
It was the second half
where Witt shined and led
the Huskies to a 92-88 victory over the no. 3 team in
the nation.
“Sometimes I think we
get overlooked, some teams
don’t think that much of
us,” Witt said. “You know
you will always get our best
effort.”
This is the first time in
school history the Huskies
have advanced this far in
the NCAA tournament and
Witt’s 43 point effort was
the third-best in school history. The victory was the
team’s 29th, also an SCSU
record.
Free throws proved to
be key down the stretch for
the Huskies, especially for
Witt.
Witt went 22-for-23
from the charity stripe in the
contest. Both the makes and
the attempts were Division
II elite eight records.
“The ball is going to be
in my hands as the point
guard and I need to be able
to stroke the free throws,”
Witt said. “All these games
are going to come down to
one or two possessions.”
Witt could not help being modest about his performance from the line.
“Everyone on the team
does a great job on the team
of hitting free throws under
pressure,” Witt said.
The first half looked like
typical SCSU basketball
as the Huskies were led by
Matt Schneck who had 12
points and eight rebounds in
the first half.
However, in the second
half, the Huskies had to
change their strategies up a
bit.
“We were having a
tough time getting the ball
inside,” SCSU head coach
Kevin Schlagel said. “He
[Witt] started to attack off
the dribble and started to get

FILE PHOTO

Junior Taylor Witt dribbling upcourt in a game earlier this season. Witt was
named to the five-member NCAA Elite Eight All-Tournament team.

MOLLY ENGLISH/STAFF PHOTOGRAHER

Senior Matt Schneck dunks the ball earlier this season. Schneck averaged 21.2
points and 14.8 rebounds in five tournament games.

“Sometimes I think we get overlooked, some teams

don't think that much of us.”

Taylor Witt

SCSU junior guard
a couple to fall.”
“That gave him more
confidence and when they
get into a zone like that they
just keep going.”
A turning point in the

victory for the Huskies
came at 13:25 in the second
half.
The Huskies were trailing by four points with the
clock ticking, which is when

Witt made a fantastic fourpoint play to tie the game
and swing the momentum
the Huskies’ way.
“They were on a 4-0
run; it was just one of those

The Huskies knew a
difficult game was in store
as they took on no. 2 IUP
Thursday in Springfield,
Mass.
The balls did not bounce
the Huskies’ way on this day.
A couple missed lay-ups
and a couple unnecessary
turnovers spelled SCSU’s
doom, as they fell 76-70 to
the Crimson Hawks.
This was all despite an
outstanding effort from senior captain Matt Schneck.
Schneck scored 29
points on nine of 18 shooting; he also grabbed 17
rebounds and hit 11-of-15
free throws.
A day removed from
breaking records for free
throws and scoring 43
points in the Huskies’ elite
eight game, Taylor Witt was
held to only 16 points and
took only two shots from
the free throw line.
Witt took 23 shots in the
game, many in the first half
where the Huskies shot only
25 percent from the field.
They were even worse
from three point range in
the game—23.1 percent.
That is unlike the Huskies, who average 34.4 percent as a team from beyond
the arc.
Five Crimson Hawks
scored in double figures and
they were led by Thomas
Young who had 15.
The only other spark offensively for the Huskies
was Brett Putz who scored
10 points, including 2-of-5
on three pointers.
Junior Andrew Bernstetter was squelched by the
IUP defense. The normally
productive Husky starter
had only five points and six
rebounds due to foul trouble. He fouled out with 19
seconds left in the game.
Despite losing in the final four, this year’s squad
had the most successful run
in school history.
It was the first time that
SCSU had made the final
four and the 29 wins they
posted was also an SCSU
record.
On Saturday, Schneck
and Witt were named to
the NCAA Division II Elite
Eight all-tournament team.
The Huskies were the
only team to get two players
on the five-man team.
Austin Swift of CalPoly Pomona was named
Most Outstanding Player, as
he led them to the title Saturday.
The Huskies finsished
the season 29-5 overall and
16-4 in the NSIC.
Schneck led the Huskies
in scoring averaging 18.5
points and 11.4 rebounds in
34 games.

Baseball continues to be red hot
Staff Report

The SCSU baseball team
has gotten off to a hot start
this season.
After beating NSIC rivals the University of Mary
four times at the Metrodome
this weekend the Huskies
now have an 8-0 conference
record, they also improved
to 21-4 overall.
Saturday offense was
abound for the Huskies who
beat down the Marauders
in both games of a doubleheader.
The first game on Friday
saw the Huskies pound the
Marauders 15-0 in seven innings.
David Deminsky pitched
a gem for the Huskies getting his fifth win pitching all
seven innings.
He struck out 11 and

FILE PHOTOS

Senior Nate Hammes

Sophomore Joey Benke

scattered four hits in the
Huskies shutout.
However, the game belonged to the offense. Nate
Hammes led the Huskies
with four runs-batted-in and
scored three runs.
Joey Benke went 3-for-3

with three runs scored and
three runs batted in and the
Huskies had 16 hits in the
victory.
Game two of the twin
bill saw the Huskies offense
explode again to a 12-2 win
over Mary.

Benke again fared well
from the plate going 2-for-2
hitting a home run and driving in three runs.
Hammes again was good
offensively for the Huskies
garnering two hits and scoring three runs.
Logan Birr pitched well
for the Huskies allowing
two runs and two hits while
striking out ten and getting
the win.
Saturday saw the Huskies grab another two victories from the Marauders and
extend their winning streak
to 12 games.
In game one of the double header the Marauders
fell to the Huskies 8-4.
Senior Beau Musgjerd
hit a home run in the sixth
to tie the game 3-3. He led
the Huskies offense going
2-for-3.

Nick Anderson started
for the Huskies, pitching six
solid innings. He gave up
three runs on five hits and
struck out 11 Marauder batters.
Game two again saw the
Huskies fall behind early
only to rally back and win.
They took down the Maruaders for a fourth consecutive game and extended
their winning streak to 12
games.
Shawn Riesgraf, Scott
Lieser and Pat DelaHunt
combined to allow only
three hits in the ball game.
Benke and Hammes
each had two hits in the
contest to lead the Huskeis
to the 9-3 victory.
Coming up the Huskies
will travel to Duluth to take
on the Bulldogs Friday and
Saturday.
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Sports
Scoreboard

NHL Season
Standings

Continued from Page 16

(Sun at 2 p.m.)

“It feels like he [Lee]
kind of stole the game from
us tonight,” Florek said.
Mosey’s double-overtime goal was featured on
television.
It was on ESPN’s
“Sportscenter” as no. 9 on
their daily list of top plays.
Roe has a pregame ritual of standing in center ice
alone, thinking about what
the game will be like.
“It’s just time where I’m
on the ice and I kind of get
my mind set for the game,”
Roe said. “I just kind of
visualize the game and get
[my]self ready for the drop
of the puck.”
It appears to have
worked, as SCSU was able
to scratch a 23-year itch,
and win their first NCAA
game.

Eastern Conference
Atlantic (W-L-OTL) PTS
*New Jersey (44-25-5) 93
*Pittsburgh (43-25-7) 93
Philadelphia (37-32-6) 80
NY Rangers (33-32-10) 76
NY Islanders (31-34-10) 72

Northeast

*Buffalo (41-23-10)
Ottawa (41-30-5)
Montreal (37-31-8)
Boston (34-28-12)
Toronto (28-35-12)

Southeast

*Washington (49-14-11)109
Atlanta (33-30-12)
78
Tampa Bay (30-33-12) 72
Florida (30-33-11)
71
Carolina (31-35-9)
71

Western Conference
Central (W-L-OTL) PTS
ANDREW JACOBSON/ ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Junior center Aaron Marvin fighting off the Northern Michigan Wildcats on Friday at Xcel Energy Center.

SCSU Exit

*Chicago (46-20-7)
Nashville (43-27-6)
Detroit (39-23-13)
St. Louis (35-30-9)
Columbus (30-32-13)

Northwest

Vancouver (45-26-4)
Colorado (41-26-7)
Calgary (37-29-9)
Minnesota (36-33-6)
Edmonton (24-43-7)

Continued from Page 16
Less than two minutes after Festler’s goal, Wisconsin’s
John Mitchell scored his second goal of the evening taking
a pass from Bombach.
“The killer goal was the
fourth goal,” Motzko said.
“We drew three up on the
board; we said we had to hold
them to three. That was the
back breaker.”
Tony Mosey answered
back and made the game interesting at 17:10 in the third.
Dunn was pulled and David
Eddy was able to get it to Mosey who drove it passed Gudmandson.
Dunn finished the night
with a solid performance between the pipes for the Huskies. He stopped 31 of 32
Badger shots in just under 43
minutes in net.
The Huskies trailed by
one in the final couple minutes, which made it a game,

92
87
82
80
68

Paciﬁc

but SCSU was unable to score
again with an extra man.
The final dagger came
from Aaron Bendickson, who
had missed the empty netter
seconds earlier. This time he
found the net and Geoffrion
assisted on the play and scored
his third point in the game.
For his efforts Goeffrion, a
senior, was named the NCAA
West Region Most Valuable
Player.
Two SCSU players also
made the list: forwards Mosey, whose effort in the second overtime propelled the
Huskies to victory Friday and
Roe.
Rounding out the five person team were Badger defensemen Ryan McDonagh and
Brendan Smith and goaltender Scott Gudmandson.
For senior Garrett Raboin,
it was his final opportunity to
make it to the frozen four.

*San Jose (46-19-10)
*Phoenix (47-23-6)
Los Angeles (42-26-6)
Dallas (33-28-14)
Anaheim (35-31-8)

99
92
91
79
73

94
89
83
78
55
102
100
90
80
78

On the tube
March 29 - April 4
Monday

Los Angeles at Wild, 8 p.m. (FSN)

Tuesday

Chicago at St. Louis, 7 p.m. (Versus)

Wednesday

Chicago at Wild, 7 p.m. (Versus)
Sacramento at Wolves, 7 p.m. (FSN)

Thursday
ANDREW JACOBSON/ ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Senior Garrett Raboin NCAA Tournament game against Wisconsin.
“They are going to keep
making number 7’s, and I’m
sure coach already has somebody to throw out there next
year,” Raboin said after the

game.
“I can’t say enough, it’s a
tough loss and it’s sad that it
is over, but flashing back over
the opportunity I’ve had and

the great experiences I’ve had,
it’s tough to be disappointed
with my career at St. Cloud
and I wouldn’t trade it for the
world.”

NIT Championship, 6 p.m. (ESPN)

Friday

San Jose at Wild, 7 p.m. (KSTC)

Saturday

Wolves at Miami, 7 p.m. (FSN)

Sunday

Wild at Vancouver, 9 p.m. (KSTC)
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Schedule

Baseball

NSIC Schedule

Games Monday
Minnesota Duluth at Wayne State (Neb.)
Games Tuesday
Concordia St. Paul at Minnesota Duluth
Minn. Crookston at Valley City State
Games Wednesday
Upper Iowa at Quincy
Jamestown at Northern State
Games Thursday
Upper Iowa at Minn. Crookston
Winona State at Bemidji State
SW Minn. State at Minnesota State
SCSU at Minnesota Duluth
Wayne State at Concordia-St. Paul
Morningside College at Augustana
Games Friday
Wayne State at Concordia St. Paul
Winona State at Bemidji State
Upper Iowa at Minn. Crookston
Northern State at Mary
SCSU at Minnesota Duluth
Minnesota State at SW Minn. State

Softball

NSIC Schedule

Games Wednesday
Northern State at Jamestown
Winona State at Minnesota State
Wayne State at Missouri Western State
Games Friday
Winona State at Northern State
Wayne State at MSU Moorhead
Upper Iowa at Mary
Concordia St. Paul at Bemidji State
Augustana at Minn. Crookston
SCSU at Minnesota Duluth
Games Saturday
Upper Iowa at Northern State
Wayne State at Minn. Crookston
Winona State at Mary
Augustana at MSU Moorhead
Concordia St. Paul at Minnesota Duluth
SW Minn. State at Minnesota State
SCSU at Bemidji State
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Mauer inked but work not done

Having recently signed
“home-grown”
All-Star and
batting champ
Joe Mauer to a
long-term deal,
Nick
the Minnesota
Longworth Twins (who are
owned by the
Pohlad family)
have shown an apparent dedication to winning in the near,
and distant future.
The newly inked deal,
which includes a $184 million in salary spread over
eight years (including a full
no-trade clause), was historical in that it was the biggest
contract ever awarded to one
player by the Twins.
Not only does it show the
team’s dedication to remaining competitive in an effort
to bring a World Series championship to Minnesota, but it
also shows the Pohlad’s willingness to reward its players with big league contracts

when deemed necessary.
Fresh off the most productive year of his career, statistically speaking (and entering
the final year of his previous
4 year, $33 million contract),
the Twins deemed him a franchise talent they were not
willing to lose.
However, with such a huge
contract and pay raise coming
in the form of just one player,
the question beckons as to
whether or not enough salary
cap space is left to surround
the catcher with enough talent
to keep the team competitive.
During his new deal, Mauer is currently slated to earn
around $23 million a year.
The Pohlad family has historically always slated around
50 percent of the team’s revenue for the salary of players,
this year topping around $97
million.
Mauer’s new deal will be
eating up nearly 25 percent of
the entire team’s salary cap,
while other players are soon

due new deals as well.
Pitcher Francisco Liriano
will be eligible for arbitration
at the end of next year, while
starting pitcher Kevin Slowey
is also due at the end of this
upcoming season.
Both will be expecting a
raise from their current contracts.
Newly acquired players in
J.J. Hardy (shortstop) and Orlando Hudson (second base)
are playing on one year contracts set to expire at the end
of this season.
It will take more than
a fancy new ballpark and a
town-home in Edina to keep
both players around for more
than this season.
These reasons are exactly
why, although a good job has
been done to sign the hometown hero, this is not the time
for the Pohlad’s to be frugal
in spending on the team’s future.
One of the main reasons
for the push for a new ball-

park in Target Field (other
than the aesthetic of outdoor
baseball once again) was the
ability to increase revenue for
the team.
The Metro-Dome, although more than adequate at
the time of its construction, is
severely outdated and hindering the team’s ability to bring
in solid revenue on a yearly
basis.
The new ballpark should
allow the team (considered
a “small market” club) to at
least have a fighting chance
around the major markets of
The New York Yankees and
Boston Red Sox.
This revenue would then
directly aid in acquiring and
keeping talent in Minnesota,
boosting their overall payroll.
Now that the new stadium is built and ready for
its opening season, it’s up to
the Pohlad’s to open up the
family wallet and make sure
the Twins are able to remain
competitive, even around

Mauer’s deal.
Without a continued
yearly increase in payroll, the
Twins might otherwise find
themselves right where they
were in the mid-90s: locked
in paying top dollar on multiyear deals, while swimming
in a sea of mediocrity.
Few would argue with the
fact that the Twins are primed
and ready to compete for a
World Series title this year.
Even with the loss of
closing pitcher Joe Nathan to
season, and possibly careerending Tommy John surgery,
the Twins are shaping up to
be one of the better teams in
baseball this season.
However, how they remain
competitive after this year is
up to the Pohlad family and
their checkbook.
Only time will tell the future, but until that comes, at
least we can take solace in the
fact we will be watching our
homegrown star under the sun
for many years to come.

From exuberance to expectation

Did
you
know the Twins
won two World
Series
within
four years from
1987 to 1991?
Of course,
that was when
Kyle
baseball
was
Stevens
knee-deep
in
coke and shady
drug dealers, not steroids and
shady doctors.
In the 18 years since, the
Twins have bounced from cellardwelling, triple-A posers into division winning, playoff contending posers.
The signing of Joe Mauer,
and maybe more importantly,
the extensions of Denard Span
and Nick Blackburn, moved the
Twins in the right direction. But
there are still issues at every position.
What could possibly be
wrong with this team, you ask?
Well, I’m glad you inquired.

Catcher

Let’s get the elephant out of
the room right now.
I’m a Twins fan, which
makes me a Joe Mauer fan by
default. He’s not my favorite,
but his talent is impossible to ignore. That’s why his signing was

so important. You have to keep
the best player on your team,
no matter the cost. (Remember,
this is the organization that once
made Kirby Pucket the game’s
highest-paid player at $3 million
a year. Crazy money, I know.)
The only issue regarding
the deal is the number of years.
Where will Mauer’s skills be
in nine years? Where will the
Twins be in nine years?
Mauer’s skill set makes him
a very valuable catcher, but a
middle of the road corner infielder. The Twins should start
looking now for a replacement
that can be groomed for five
years. He’ll be needed sooner
than later.

First base

Ever heard of Earth Hour?
You know, the optional power
outages that occur across the
country to observe the time and
“be green?”
The Twins first baseman is a
man of the Canadian woods, and
respects the earth with a twomonth power outage at the end
of every season.
At some point, Ron Gardenhire is going to have to make a
decision on this guy. For the
right price, he’s the Twins future
at first/DH. For the wrong price,

Mauer’s replacement has three
years to prepare, not five.

Middle Infield

At second base you just have
to love a guy that calls himself
“O-Dog.” He has no long term
future here, but that’s okay. I get
to say “O-Dog” for a summer.
Another position, like second base, that the Twins have
overlooked and patched up for
far too long, but there is no cool
nickname to save J.J. Hardy. He
has to perform.
Hardy, like second baseman
Orlando Hudson, is on a oneyear deal. Not long ago, Hardy
was supposed to be Milwaukee’s
solution at shortstop. In 2008
he hit .283 with 24 home runs,
74 RBI and, wait, we got a guy
from the Brewers? What’s next,
a closer from Croatia?

Third base

Near the top of my list of
things I’ll never get to say: “Remember when we had Nick Punto? What were we thinking? It’s
a good thing Gardy and the brass
let him go so we could sign, um,
who did we sign? It doesn’t matter, he’s better than Punto.”
Yes, he can catch. Yes, he
can throw. Yes, his batting aver-

age would be a great APY for a
savings account.
Someday Punto will become
an outstanding manager in the
majors. I firmly believe that.
He can start this year. By
staying in Ft. Myers.

Outfield

Span is locked up, Cuddyer
is outstanding when healthy and
Kubel can straight mash when
hot. That leaves Delmon Young
who, admittedly, came on strong
at the end of the year. But he
strikes me as the contract-year
kind of guy, only fulfills promise
when money is on the line.
Tell you what, Delmon. I’ll
spot the airfare, you pay me back
with money made from some
other team. Any other team.

Starting rotation

Blackburn
and
Kevin
Slowey can, and will, form a
nice one-two-three with Scott
Baker for the next few years until Baker prices himself out of a
Twins uniform. (I have no issue
getting rid of expensive pitchers. Some say the Twins gave up
Johan Santana for nothing, but
that’s exactly what the Mets got

from him last year.)
Carl Pavano should be an
innings eater and post a better
record than his 14-12 2009. Remember, he spent more than half
the year with Cleveland. No one
had good stats for the Indians.
Francisco Liriano is down
to his final chance as a starter.
Word has it that he has looked
good this spring, but he looked
good in the minors last year as
well. And, really, that’s what
spring training is, triple-A with a
better buffet.

Bullpen

Joe Nathan? Done. Pat
Neshek? Who knows. Jon Rauch
and his badass neck tat? Yes,
please.
Standing 6’11”, Rauch is
imposing enough without ink all
over the right side of his headpost. He had a 1.72 ERA in 17
games for the Twins in 2009.
In 15.2 innings, Rauch
struck out 14 batters, walked six
and beaned one. The perfect mix
of good stuff and slightly wild.
Give the ball to Rauch in the
ninth, and let him roll. If he performs, great. If not, move him to
the eighth and give Neshek and
his robo-elbow a shot.
But only if he brands his
neck with a skull.
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“It’s huge to finally get that monkey off our back. I knew if Roe
was going to give it to me again I had to put it in.”
-Tony Mosey

Winless no longer

ANDREW JACOBSON/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

SCSU celebrates after Tony Mosey’s game-winning goal in double-overtime Friday at the Xcel Energy Center in St. Paul. The goal gave the Huskies a 4-3 win.

Huskies capture first victory after eight
previous trips to the NCAA tournament
Tyler Ohmann

NCAA Frozen Four West Regional All-tournament Team:
Player

Position

Team

Blake Geoffrion

Forward

Wisc.

Garrett Roe

Forward

SCSU

Tony Mosey

Forward

SCSU

Ryan McDonagh

Defense

Wisc.

Brendan Smith

Defense

Wisc.

SPORTS	 EDITOR

The Huskies hockey team had
an itch, an 0-8 in the NCAA tournament kind of itch, and Friday
they finally scratched it.
The match-up Friday at
St.Paul’s Xcel Energy Center was
centuries old, pitting cats against
dogs.
However, the battle was not
between family pets, it was between the SCSU Huskies and the
Northern Michigan (NMU) Wildcats.
The two team’s clawed and
pawed for over 80 minutes until
the Huskies came out on top 4-3
in the second overtime.
“It’s huge to finally get that
monkey off our back,” said Tony
Mosey, who hit the game-winner
for SCSU. “I knew if Roe was
going to get it to me again I had
to put it in.”
The win was SCSU’s first
ever in the NCAA tournament.
They were 0-8 all-time coming
into the game.
SCSU head coach Bob Motzko was all smiles after the Huskies’ victory. He was also happy
he no longer has to answer as to
when he thinks that first win will
come.
“I’m glad it’s over,” Motzko
said. “You want to build on it
now.”
In the first period, SCSU
climbed to a lead as junior Travis
Novak was able to get one past
NMU net-minder Brian Stewart.
Drew LeBlanc assisted Novak’s 11th goal of the season.
SCSU struck again on the
power play at 12:25 in the first
when senior and SCSU all-time
leading scorer, Ryan Lasch,
scored his 20th goal of the season.
Assists were credited to Garrett Roe and Garrett Raboin.
NMU brought the score to
within one at 14:04 on the power
play as Justin Florek was able to
get his 12th goal of the season
past SCSU goalie Mike Lee.
Assists for the Wildcats were
credited to Jared Brown and Erik
Gustafsson.
The first period ended with a
2-1 SCSU lead and the Huskies
out-shot the Wildcats 17 to six.
At 12:52 in the second period,
SCSU stretched their lead to two
goals as Roe was able to score his
20th goal of the season.
Roe returned to action after
getting hurt in the WCHA Final

Scott Gudmandson Goaltender

Wisc.

*Most Valuable Player

Badgers show Huskies
the door in west regional
Tyler Ohmann
ANDREW JACOBSON/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Sophomore forward Drew LeBlanc facing off against
the Northern Michigan Wildcats on Friday.
Five semi-final game against
Wisconsin last Friday.
“We had a little momentum.
We had a little more fans than
they did,” Roe said.
Indeed the Huskies did, as
they, and their fans only had to
travel a little over an hour to play
in St. Paul.
Assisting on the play were
Lasch and Aaron Marvin.
NMU again cut the SCSU
lead to one when Ray Kaunisto
scored his 18th goal in an unassisted effort at 16:12 in the second period.
Kaunisto bounced one off of
SCSU defender Taylor Johnson’s
leg and past Mike Lee to make it
a 3-2 SCSU lead.
SCSU survived three Wildcat
power plays in the period thanks
to some strong play from freshman goaltender Mike Lee.
NMU’s Erik Spady picked a
good time to get his first goal of
the season. He did so at 16:11 in
the third period to tie the game
and force overtime.
“As soon as they tied it up we
knew it was back to work,” Roe
said.
The Huskies did just that, putting pressure on the Wildcats net
at the end of the period.
SCSU had three good chances
within the final minute of regulation, but were unable to capture a
goal and overtime loomed.

This was SCSU’s ninth overtime game this season. They had
a 1-2-5 record in those eight
games.
The first overtime period went
by scoreless, but not without
plenty of opportunities for each
team.
SCSU’s best chance came at
when Roe had a breakaway and
challenged Stewart who sprawled
and stopped Roe’s shot attempt.
SCSU also had two power
plays in the period, but were unable to capitalize, with one of
those power plays beginning with
43 seconds left in the period.
As the power play continued in
the second overtime, the Huskies
got what they have been searching for—an NCAA victory.
Roe took a pass from Drew
LeBlanc and slapped a hard one
at Stewart. The puck rebounded
out front and Mosey was able to
knock in the game-winner for the
Huskies.
“Coach just told us don’t be
nervous, stay on your toes, we’re
meant to be here and I think that
gave us a little spark,” Mosey
said.
Lee led the Huskies defense
tonight stopping 42 Wildcat
shots, including 12 in the overtime periods.
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SPORTS	 EDITOR
A ticket to the NCAA Frozen Four
was on the line at the Xcel Energy Center in St. Paul Saturday; it was just a
matter of who punched that ticket.
The two contenders in the west regional were the SCSU Huskies and the
Wisconsin Badgers.
The Badgers edged out the Huskies
and came out on top and will be traveling to Detroit, Mich. and Ford Field to
take on the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) Tigers.
“Wisconsin earned the victory, almost start to finish,” SCSU head coach
Bob Motzko said. “To our guys’ credit
we made it interesting in a few moments.”
In the first period, the Badgers
sprayed 11 shots at freshman goaltender Mike Lee, who started his sixth
consecutive game for the Huskies. He
was only able to stop eight of them.
“I think with all young goaltenders
that are playing well, the message to
your team is you need to get pucks and
bodies to the net and make him make
saves,” Wisconsin head coach Mike
Eaves said.
“Early in the game we were able
to get pucks that he didn’t control very
well and we were able to get rebounds,
that’s the simple truth.”
The first Badger goal came from
senior John Mitchell who slid one into
an open right side. Assists came from
Andy Bombach and Jordy Murray.
A goal from Hobey Baker finalist
Blake Geoffrion, his 27th of the year,
gave Wisconsin a 2-0 lead at 13:18 in
the first period.
SCSU then answered back as Jared Festler scored his first goal of this
year’s post-season and first since Jan.

29 against Colorado College. Assists
were credited to Ryan Lasch and Aaron
Marvin.
“It was nothing special,” SCSU
sophommore Jared Festler said about
the goal. “You just have to trust in your
line mates, they work hard for you.”
A minute and a half later Jake Gardiner put the Badgers up 3-1 as he was
able to take a Craig Smith pass and put
it past Lee.
After the goal, Lee was removed
for Dan Dunn. Lee played over 80 minutes and stopped 42 shots in Friday’s
opening round victory.
“Mike [Lee] has been so strong for
us in the playoffs,” Motzko said. “We
had to go back to him.”
Lee also shut-out the Badgers
on the same ice last weekend in the
WCHA Final Five semi-final, stopping
37 Badger shots.
In a first period that saw seven penalties, there were no power play goals.
In the second period, SCSU had
three chances on the power play, including a brief 5-on-3 chance.
However, despite several shots at
Badger net-minder Scott Gudmandson, none hit the back of the net and
the score remained 3-1 after the second
period.
Scoring resumed in the third period
and SCSU got on the board first.
Festler slipped past a defender with
the puck while shorthanded and fired a
shot that rebounded back to him, which
he then got passed Gudmanson for his
11th of the year.
“It was hard and we had to battle;
we just came up short,” Festler said.
However, the Badgers against answered back quickly.
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